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1.	 INTRODUCTION

The subject of solar radio emission is quite broad and

has been reviewed repeatedly in articles and books, (Wild,

Smerd, and Weiss, 19631 Kundu, 19651 Zheleznyakov, 19701 Wild

and Smerd, 19721 Rosenberg, 19761 Swe-d, 19761 Melrose,

1980x). In addition recent conference proceedings include

issue 9 of Radio s.., Quantum Electron. 20 (1977) and Radio

Physics of the Sun (Dordrecht, Reidel, 1980). Whole books

exist on specialized topics. We shall, refer to them as

necessary.

Because of this wealth of material, no attempt will be

made in this review at completeness, either as concerns subject

matter or references. Rather, we have selected a number of

topics which are present active areas of both observational and

theoretical research. New observational and theoretical

material is forcing the re-examination of present ideas and in

many cases the development of new theories. This sensitive

interplay between observations and theory is vital to the

further development of the field. We have chosen some of the

topics where rapid progress is being made in our physical

understanding of the phenomenon or could be made in the near

future.

We begin with a brief review of the rang•a of phenomena

in the field as shown schematically in Figure 1.1. This is a

dynamic spFr.-trum or frequency versus time plot. Assuming that
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the frequency is related to the electron plasma frequency

wp - (4wns 2 /m) 1 / 2 , where n is the electron density, the

dynamic spectrum can also be converted into a height versus

time plot as shown on the right hand side of Figure 1.1. This

is the reason that decreasing frequency is plotted on the

left. Active regions on the sun continuously produce type I.

noise storms in the range 40-400 MHz and low-frequency type III

bursts as shown on the left of Figure 1.1. Superimposed on the

continuum of the type I noise storms are brighter type I bursts

[see, e.g., Fig. 5 of Smerd (1976)] which are narrow in

bandwidth as indicated by the dashed lines in the center of

Figure 1.1 which would have been better labeled "I storm

bursts." When a large flare occurs, a continuum microwave burst

is produced at the flashphase (the phase in which most

emissions increase most rapidly), which may be followed by a

microwave type IV burst which lasts 30 min to 1 hour. A flare

associated type III burst is also produced at the flashphase

which usually extends to higher frequencies than low-frequency

type III storm bursts and is more intense at meter

wavelengths. It may have a continuum attached to it whim is

not shown and called a type V burst. Type III bursts are also

known as fast-drift bursts because of the rapid rate at which

the bursts drift from high to low frequencies. The type II

burst also starts at the flashphase and is split into two

bands as are a few high frequency type III bursts; the lower

W
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frequency one is ca lled the fundamental because of radiation

near W and the upper fr equency	 .^

	

	 p	 9	 y one is called the second

harmonic because of radiation near 2wp• Type II bursts have

a slow drift rate.

Several minutes after the flashphase, a metric type IVm

burst Which is a continuum burst may develop. It can be

connected to the microwave type IV burst by a decimeter

type IVdm burst which is a combination of continuum with fine

structure. These continuum bursts are all stationary, but when

viewed with a radio interferometer or heliograph, a separate

continuum source, the moving type IV burst may break off from

the stationary type IVm and move out into the corona with a

drift rate somewhat slower than for a type II burst. After

this, a type I noise storm may continue for hours or days and

have low-frequency type III bursts associated with it. More

complete accounts of the observations of microwave, type I,

type II, type III and moving type fV bursts are given in

Section 2.

We now consider the physical mechanisms which give rise

to these bursts. The reader is referred to Wild et al. (1963)

and Smerd ( 1976) for arguments for these choices. Microwave

bursts are caused by -100 keV electrons trapped in a magnetic

arch and will be treated along with other bursts caused by

trapped electrons in Section 5. Type III bursts are caused by

dilute streams of mildly relativistic electrons (-10-100 keV).
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As such they have one of the least perturbing sources of the

corona and thus; represent one of the simplest phenomena. For

this reason, the physics of type III bursts will be considered

first in Section 3. Type 11 burets are caused by collsionless

shock waves Which are a more perturbat ve phenomenon since the

density increases behind the shock. A similar region of
k

density enhancement is a current sheet between two oppositely

I'	 directed magnetic fields. The physics of type II bursts and
I

their related shocks is considered in Sek-lion 4. Some type I

bursts may be associated with current sheets. Alternately

type I bursts may be caused by electrons trapped in a magnetic

arch or loop which is a region of higher density than the

normal corona. Occasionally # part of this loop is blown off by

reconnection processes and we see a white-light coronal

transient. This is the most perturbing type of source and is

often associated with a moving type IV burst. Sometimes these

bursts appear to come from their own self-contained plasmod

which is a trap for the emitting electrons. The physics of

both stationary and moving traps and the associated microwave,

type I and moving type IV bursts are considered in Section 5.

In Section 6 way consider the status of the field of

solar radio emission, where it is going and what will be needed

to insure its future health. We have not considered how the

radiating electrons are accelerated since this is covered in a

separate review in this volume.
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2.	 OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS

2.1.	 TYme ICI Bursts

2.1.1. Ground-based observations ( above IU8 MHz)

The discussion of type III radio burets (Wild. 1950a,b;

Wild and McCready, 1Q50) was ettabl+ed by the dynamic radio-

spectrograph (Sheridan, 1967; Dulk and Suzuki, 1980), which

records contours of equal. flux (intensity per frequency-

interval) on a frequency-time plot. The draft rate, defined as

the time rate of change of frequency, f, is given roughly by

6' 85 /(100 sec), for type III bursts, with f in MHz. This

formula holds from 10 3 MHz, all the way down to 0.1 MHz

(Alvarez and Haddock, 1973), corresponding to electron streams

with velocity between 0.2c and 0.6c. The lifetime of a time

profile at f - 80 MHz is 3-5 s. A typical time profile is

characterized by a rapid rise, and a slower, approximately

exponential decay of form exp (-10-8 f t) (Wild, 1950a). Recent

m^-^surements yield flux densities of the order of a few times

10-19 W m-2 Hz (bulk and Suzuki, 1980). For a fully-resolved

source (Melrose, 1980), this corresponds to average brightness

temperatures of 10 10 * 9 at 80 MHz and 3 x 10 10 'K at 43 MHz ( ©ulk

and Suzuki, 1980).

Bursts Commonly occur in groups of ten or more, with a

separation of seconds (Wild et al., 1963; McLean, 1971). This

is probably a manifestation of an interrupted stream of
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electrons in the lower corona. it seems quite certain (5merd,

1976) that fundamental-harmonic pairs can be distinguished from

groups of bursts. In Figure 2.1 we see a number of such pairs,

recorded in 1954. The existence of the harmonic lends strong

support to the early hypothesis that resonant electron plasma

(Langmuir) wares are involved in type III emissions. At first,

such pairs were only found in about 101 of bursts (gild at all..,

1954), but recent measurements show that they may comprises a

sienificant fraction of type III bursts in the frequency range

from 30-210 MHz (bulk and Suzuki, 1980). The Fundamental

usually begins below 100 MHz, while the harmonic component can

begin from a frequency as large as 500 MHz (bulk and Suzuki,

1980). The wide frequency bandwidth at any given time is due

to the wide range of plasma frequencies encountered by the

electron stream at that instant, and the relatively slow decay

times of frequencies excited earlier. The frequency ratio

between the two bands generally is of the order of 1.85, and

never exceeds 2. This has been attributed to a "chopping-off"

of the lowest frequencies, f, of the fundamental band, due to

reflection by small density irregularities, whose plasma

frequency, fp, rises above f (Roberts, 1959; Riddle, 1972,

1974; Stewart, 1974).

In Figures 2.1(d) and 2.1(e), the drift to lower

frequencies slows to a halt. In other cases (not shown), the

drift can reverse towards higher frequencies after stopping.
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Due to the appearance of such bursts on spectrograms in which

time is on the horizontal axis, and the frequency is plotted

vertically, they are called J and U bursts (Stewart, 1975) . A

lixely explanation for such bursts is that they ate generated

by electron streams which follow closed magnetic field lines,

and sample higher densities first, then lower densities higher

in the corona, and finally higher densities lower in the

corona. Such events have even been seen from satellites, at

frequencies as low as 800 kHz, corresponding to closed magnetic

loops of size 35 He (Fainberg and Stone, 1974).

For normal type III bursts associated with streams which

travel along open field lines, the drift to lower frequencies

continues indefinitely, due to the stream front encountering

progressively lower densities as it travels along an open

magnetic field line.

In order to determine whether the emission corresponds

to a local plasma frequency or twice the local plasma frequency

it is necessary to identify the true source height in the

corona and to associate the correct electron plasma density

with that height. This has proven to be a difficult and

elusive task both at high ► 10 MHz) and at low (10 MHz > ii >

10 kHz) frequencies.

At 43, 80 and 160 MHz the radioheliograph (Wild, 1967;

Sheridan et al., 1973) may be used to record the apparent

position, shape and polarization of type III burstn. In
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Figure 2.2, we see the apparent source regions for a

fundamental-harmonic pair in a type III burst at the limbo for

these three frequencies. It is reassuring that the lower

frequencies appear to emanate from higher altitudes, but the

apparent heights probably do not coincide with true source

heights, due to refraction and scattering effects in the

propagation of the emission. Refraction shifts the apparent

fundamental position outwards, and the harmonic inwards

(McLean, 1971; Riddle, 1972'. 	 simple correction for this

effect (Stewart, 1970 still yields coronal electron densities

which need to be an order of ir• gi, .tude larger thin quiet sun

values at solar minimum (Saito, 1170), in order for the plasma

frequencies of the true source w + ghts to correctly corvespond

to the observed frequency for fundamental emissions and to

one-half the observed frequency for harmonic emissions. To

some extent, the radio bursts are likely to be generated in

dense coronal structures such as loops and streamers, A

ducting mechanism, proposed by Duncan (1979), helps to bring

observed frequency-height corct;lations more into line with the

quiet sun density profile, but enhanced streamer densities are

probably still necessary.

It is fairly certain that the apparent source sizes are

larger than the true source sizes. The discrepancy is probably

due in part to scattering of the emission from small scale

density irregularities (Riddle, 1972) but this cannot be the

s



Whole story. A close examination of Figure 2.2 reveals a

number of surprises. First the apparent source size rapidly

,increases as the frequency decreases (see also Dusk and Suzuki#

1980). Second, at a given frequency (say 80 MHz) the apparent

height and sine of the fundamental source (dashed medium line)

is nearly identical to the apparent height of the harmonic

sourcee (solid medium line) which arrives later (Sward st al .#

1962 1 8ougeret et awl . , 19701 McLean # 1471) . Third, at a given

time, the sources of the fundamental (at say 60 MHz) is observed

at a greater apparent height than the source of the harmonic

(at 160 MHz), even though the two frequencies should be emitted

from the same volume of space. All of these features are

explained by Duncan's (1979) mechanism of radio-wave ducting_ by

radially-elongated density inhomogeneities, together with the

assumption of extremely divergent open magnetic field lines

(Bulk, Melrose and Suzuki, 1979). This latter assumption also

fits in nicely with satellite observations of sources of low

frequency emission near the Earth, in which a ,source size of

1 AU is observed (Fainberg and Stone, 1971).

The radioheliograph and speectropolarimeter ( Suzuki,

1974) have provided valuable information concerning the

polarization of type III bursts in the range from 24 to

220 MHz. At the fundamental, the average degree of circular

polarization is 358 (Dulk and Suzuki, 1980; Suzuki and

Sheridan. 1977), although, at lower frequencies, almost
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complete pol °ization has occasionally been observed (Hanasz,

ot aal., 1980). The sense of polarization is consistent with

emission in the o-mods of magneto-ionic theory (Melrose,

1980a). At the second harmonic, the average degree of

polarization is III# and the sense is the samet however, if the

second harmonic lasts longer than one minute, then the sense of

polarization reverses, possibly dues ;.o emission in the x-mode

(bulk, 1980b). For any given harmonic - fundamental pair, the

dogre6 of polarization is always greater for the fundamental.

Another important fact is that, on the average, the! degree of

circular polarization decreases for all bursts from center to

limb (bulk, et â l., 1979; Dulk and Suzuki # 1980).

A small percentage of type III bursts are followed by

continuum radiation, known as types V omission. The type V

emission has some of the character of they type III. It is
thought to be second harmonic plasma emission from an

abnormally slowly propagating or widely dispersed beam

(Melrose, 1974), since it exhibits such a slow drift. Its most

unusual characteristic is that it has the opposite polarization

(but the same degree!) as the second harmonic in type III bursts

{Pink et al., 1980b.

2.1.2. Spacecraft observations (below 1 MHz)

The study of general properties of bursts below about 5

to 10 MHz usually is not possible from earth -based radio

!:
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receivers, due to the maximum electron density in the iono-

spheric F-layer, which causes total reflection away from the

Earth. Since about 1964, but especially in the last decade,

important satellite measurements have been made at a variety of

radial distances from the sun, between 0.3 AU (Helios 1 and 2)

to 1.2 AU and beyond (Voyager 1 and 2).

In order to observe the solar radio emissions, the

spat,ecraft would be equipped typically with a dipole antenna

(of length 30-120 meters) and multichannel spectrum analyzmr

which together comprise a satellite radio spectrograph. In

Figure 2.3, we see the characteristic drift from high to low

frequencies, here laid out as a sequence of time-profiles.

Each is again characterized by a rapid rise and a slower,

approximately exponential decay. At the lower frequencies the

burst extends over minutes or hours, instead of the seconds

associated with ground-based observations. This data comes

from an in-depth study and summary of early earth-orbiting

satellite results by Fainberg and Stone (1974). The

observation made by Wild that the decay in time of any

frequency component is exponential over many decades holds true

for the low frequency bursts as well, and his decay formula

need only be slightly modified to cover the frequency range

from 2.8 Mz down to 67 kHz. Evans at al. (1973) find an

approximate decay as exp -(0.5 x 10- 8 f i•p9 t). Attempts to

explain the decay in terms of collisional damping (free-free
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absorption) of the emission by a thermal background plasma do

not seem to dive the correct temperature near 1 AU (Evans

et al., 19731 Haddock and Graedel, 1970; Fainberg and Stone,

1974). The excitation time, to, from burst onset to maximum

can be fitted (Evans et al., 1973) by to a 4 x 108/f1.08,

with f ict hertz.

Due to antenna rotation on a spin-stabilized spacecraft,

the received radiation shows a definite modulation pattern

(Figure 2.3). Hence, one can determine the direction of

arrival of a given frequency component of a burst, in the plane

defined by the rotating dipole. This is known aj the spin

modulation technique, and it can be used to help determine the

source location of the low-frequency bursts (Slysh, 1967;

Fainberg and Stone, 1974).

There are a number of probliems involved in locating the

source for each frequency, associating a local density and

plasma frequency with that location, and deciding whether the

corresronding emission is fundamental or second harmonic.

However, if these determinations can be made, one can, in

principle, construct the dynariical trajectory of the exciting

electron stream. The stream is guided by open solar magnetic

field lines, so the trajectory of sources for a sequence of

decreasing frequencies can be expected to follow the Archimedes

spiral (Parker, 1958) of the field line. Fainberg et al.

(1972, 1974) constructed source trajectories for a number of
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type III bursts * Spin modulation gave the direction of arrival

projected onto the ecliptic plane. This defined for each

frequency a line of possible source locations in the ecliptic

plane, emanating from the spacecraft. The location of the

source on that line was determined by a model for the average

emission frequency as a function of radial distance from the

kunt

fobs '0 
66.8 R-1.315	 (2-1.1)

where f is in megahertz and R is distance to the sun in solar

radii, Re. The resulting source trajectory closely matched

the expected ArQhimedean spiral form of the magnetic field in

the solar wind. Using a very crude model for the electron

density profile as a function of radius, they were able to ei. d

that the associated profile of plasma frequencies was only

slightly lower than the profile of half-frequencies determined

from the observed frequency profile. From this they conclu(led

tivit the observed burst

400 kliz down to 30 kliz.

bused on type II bursts

motbill.1tion at twice the

the IMP-6 satellite led

type III bursts below 1

was second harmonic emission from about

This, together with other evidence

and also on the absence of spin

local plasma frequency at the site of

them to the conclusion that most

MHz are second harmonic.

It is important to note that, in many thousands of

observed low-frequency type III bursts, they found no cases in

which both fundamental and harmonic components were observed.
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Haddock and Alvarez ( 1973) interpreted most complex

type III events observed on OGO-5 as making a transition from

predominantly fundamental to predominantly harmonic, below

about 1 MHz. They identified the emission as fundamental or

second harmonic by the time delay in its arrival. Using the

same analysis for type III bursts observed from the IMP-6

satellite, Alvarez et al. (1974) found the transition from

fundamental to harmonic occurred at 230 kHz. Recently, Kellogg

(1980), using similar ideas, found the transition as low as

50 kliz in one burst observed from the solar orbiting Helios 2

s I -,),i c oora f_t .

+3urnett	 al. (1978) el in i nitnut^i some GA the

+irico l tcl i rl't i. os ill the above <<rtia l y jes, oy usir-i,j 0.o tiolar

1 j eiios i uintl 2,	 ogotttcrt; with they 1-W-Fl arld 141wkPYe 1

^^ t ^' } 1 _4',3 to measure Lho :3t7m t:c lot:alteions aril (a3 L(--!w (.iriys

1 i t a?r) the 1 t	 ti i t ti den i 1 ^ i t-s aril ^1 ^,1 ^;tki t I°G^ t ^^tf'Ilt' 1 C'S c31C^r1 

:^'ilt"t•t.' ` r'«, JF; r-tor'y. This et lr: bl fid ti 010illr),-i;'"lsotl ho i)e lrlade

iwt_woori tlio meas ured plaswa 1'i €?ctt1F?llt:llk3 all'i the ob!iurve'i

eittission fraquencios. It appear€ it that the burst was second

harmonic, rather than fundamental, at the measured frequencies,

gnus supporting the conclusions of Fainberg et a1. (1974).

The peak intensity of a given low frequency component of

a burst can be quite high. Evans et al. (1971) found the

brightness temperatures for the 1 MHz component of one type III

burst was in excess of 10 15 K (fluxes in excess of 2 x 10-15 W

uRIGINAL PAGE I3
OF POOR QUALrff
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M-2 Hz). However, Melrose (1980) quotes a typical brightness

temperature of 10 11 K for the 50 kHz (harmonic) component at

1 AU. In Figure 2.3, the peak intensity is largest at 185 kHz,

corresponding to about 50 Re-

A more important intera a ,it.y measure is the volume

emissivity, J, which is the power emitted per unit volume per

unit solid angle: J	 (QP/AVAQ) W m-3 sr. Recently Tokar and

Gurnett (Gurnett et al., 1980) compiled the volume emissivity

at a number of frequencies in each of 36 low-frequency type III

events observed by IMP-8 and IEEE-1 satellites. By using

Equation (2.1.1), they associated a heliocentric radial

distance with each emissivity. The result is &;hown in Figure

2.4. Variations in emissivity of over five orders of magnitude

are evident at some radii, but the best power law fit is J =

JO R-6,0, where JO - 1. 5x 10-2 4 W M
-3 or.

2.1.3. Langmuir waves and electron streams

A fundamental question concerning the origin of type III

bursts is how well they correlate with the electron streams and

Langmuir waves Which are supposed to produce the observed

emissions. Spacecraft measurements over the past decade have

verified the existence of both the electron stream and Langmuir

waves.

It has been established fairly definitely that stream

electrons (presumably from solar flares or other activity) are
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primarily responsible for the type III radio emission (Lin,

1970, 1974; Alvarez et sal., 19721 Frank and Gurnett, 19721 Lin

et al., 1973; Gurnett and Frank, 19751 Lin et alb, 1981). The

streams have the proper speed to account for the observed

drifts of the type III bursts (0.2c to 0.6c:). Typical beam to

background density ratios are 10" 7 , or, at most, 10-6 , at

energies around ti25 keV.

An interesting correlation between radio flux and the

flux of electrons with energies in excess of 18 keV has been

demonstrated by Fitzenreiter et al. (1976) and is illustrated

in Fig.,re 2.5. They examined a number of type III eventa at

1 AU from the IMF-6 spacecraft at frequencies believed to be

local (because of the absence of spin modulation). The onset

of >18 MV electrons coincided with the onset of local

emission. (Lower energy electrons arrived after the emission

had peaked.) As both the flux of radio emission FR, and the

flux of high energy electrons, FE, increased in turn, a

sequence of values of FR were plotted against FE . Two

kinds of power laws,. FR a (FE ) a , were found. At flux

values less than 50 per cm 2 -s-sr, a = 1 0 whereas for flux

values greater than 50 per cm 2_s-sr, a = 2.4. In Figures

2.5(h) and 2.5(1), the transition is visible. They argue that

the existence of two distinct regimes of radio emission implies

a fundamental change in the emission mechanism of type III

bursts when the electron flux reaches a critical level.
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Very recently, mere detailed studies of the electron

streams were presented, based on data collected from the ISLE -3

spacecraft, 259Re upstream From the Earth (Lin st al.,

1981)• In Figure 2.6(b) we see the spin-averaged electron

fluxes in different energy intervals, as a function of time.

In Figure 2.6(a), the measured electron field strength* are

plotted simultaneously, in various wide-band frequency

channels. The time profiles at 100 kHz and 56.2 kHz are

interpreted as harmonic emission, and the 56.2 kHz component is

identified as local because of the absence of spin modulation.

(It is at roughly twice . the local plasma frequency.) Two

temporally consecutive burets are evident, but only the second

is of concerti here. Its onset coincides with the arrival only

of the electrons with energy above 200 keV, at a very low flux

level. Lower energy electrons arrive progressively later due

to velocity dispersion in the stream. The electric field

profiles in the 31.1 and 17.8 kHz channels in Figure 2.6(a) are

interpreted as electron plasma (Langmuir) waves. At energies

of 20 keV and above, the pitch-angle distribution (not shos)an)

is flat-topped and sharp-sided, whereas it is more beamlike

below 10 keV.

By assuming the electron distribution function is

symmetric about the magnetic field, Lin et a1. (1981) were

able, for the first time, to plot the electron distribution

function for parallel velocities, V (integrated over all V.,.).



The resulting one-dimensional distribution function is shown in

Figure 2.7 in a sequence of (displaced) plots over five minute

intervals. More detailed analysis shows the distribution

function first develops a tiny, short-lived positive slope,

f' > 0, at 1953 UT. This rises by two orders of magnitude

around 2000 UT, and remains positive until about 2045 UT. The

region of f * > 0 begins at V - 1.3 x 10 10 cm 8 -1 # and moves

down to V - 3 x 10 9 cm 9 -1 , with a typical range of AV =

0.3 V. There are several important conclusions which can be

drawn from Figure 2.7, First, there is a surprising fact to

note about the ambient background electron distribution [black

clots in Figure 2.7(a)]. An enhanced tail of nonthermal

electrons is observed at all times. This tail may be fitted

approximately with an exponential distribution, having an

effective temperature of around 10 keV. Second, the authors

note that the onset times of large positive slopes, V,

correspond very well with the onset times of Langmuir waves at

2000 UT [see Figure 2.6(a)]. This establishes for the first

time the theoretically expected causal relation between the

<25 keV part of the electron stream and (Cerenkov-emitted)

unstable Langmuir waves.

However, the Langmuir waves, and the <25 keV electrons

which produce them, are both observed about 20 minutes after

the onset of the local harmonic emission, so their

theoretically expected causative role in the second harmonic
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emission (Section 3) would seem to be ruled outi The

delay in the appearance of Langmuir waves until the harmonic

emission is well underway is not unique to this event, or to

observations at I All. It seems to be a pervasive feature of

all measurements Which detect both the local second harmonic

emission and the local plasma waves, including those observed

in situ near 0.5 AU (Gurnett and Anderson, 19771 Gurnett

et al., 1978b).

This raises a serious theoretical challenge. The most

upsetting explanation would be that Langmuir waves do not play

a role in harmonic emission, although a viable alternate

mechanism is unknown. Another explanation would be that the

emission interpreted as local second harmonic is really

fundamental, coming from much closer to the sun, but scattered

significantly from density inhomogeneities to account for the

observed absence of spin modulation. However, this seems

contrary to most (but not all) of the observational evidence we

have reviewed earlier in this section. It appears that the

only other possibility is that the spacecraft somehow

,-onsistently misses the early Langmuir waves, although in this

case one needs a causative agent for the Langmuir waves other

than the usual <25 keV electrons.

Since the Langmuir waves are usually deemed essential

for the emission process, we conclude by reviewing the

observational evidence concerning them. The frequency of the
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observed spiky electric field structures, such as those in

piquret 2.4(a) at 31.1 kHz corresponds satisfactorily to the

local plasma frequency based can the measured local electron

density. it seems to be inferred that these fields are

electrostatic (i.e., longitudinal), since a dipole antenna

cannot distinguish polarization. Spin modula .-ion has sometimes

shown the fields to be closely aligned with the solar wind

magnetics field (Gurnett and Anderson, 1977).

The spiky structure is characteristic. since the solar

wind is sweeping the plasma waves past the spacecraft at

` , 600 km s- 1 , and the instrumental time resolution of the

electric field Ls 50 ms, spatial structures smaller than about

30 kn cannot be resolved. However, many of the observed

Langmuir field spikes do tend to be associated with this size,

indicating that even smaller unresolved spatial structures

cannot be ruled out.

Gurnett et al. (1980) have grouped together all _ the

90 electron plasma oscillation events which have been

identified to date in conjunction with type I11 bursts. The

data, taken from Helios 1 and 2, Voyager l and 2, and IMP-8, is

summarized in Figure 2.8. The maximum electric field strength

is plotted versus the heliocentric radial distance at which the

waves are observed. Although a wide spread is evident at any

radius, a power law fit shows a decrease of 'y ield with radius,

going as E * E0 R-l•4 , where EO	 0.5 mV/m. The fall.-off
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with radius is consistent with the fall-off of the volume

emissivity with radius (Figure 2.4)o and suggests a causal

relationship. The laost intense electron plasma oscillations

(field strength* from 1-10 mV m7 1 ) are usually detected close

to the sun, at heliocentric radial distance* lose than 0.5 AU.

it is noteworthy that the majority of type III bursts occurring

near 0 * 5 AU are not accompanied by measurable Langmuir waves on

resolvable scales (Gurnett and Anderson, 1977).

2 * 2 * 	Microwave Bursts

Microwave bursts are a type of continuum burst,

so-called because they extend over a broad range of frequencies

from a few tens of gigahertz to several handred megahertz

without any spectral structure (Figure 1.1). Microwave bursts

can be classified into impulsive bursts, gradual bursts and

microwave type IV bursts (Wild et al., 1963). Impulsive bursts

have a time scale of 1-5 minutes and brightness temperatures up

to 109 K. (The bricilitness temperature of solar radiation is the

equivalent temperature which a black body would have which

emitted radiation of the same intensity at the same frequency.)

Oratlual bursts have a time scale of tens of minutes and

brightness temperatures Up to 106K. Microwave type IV bursts

have a time scale of 5 minutes to 'half an hour and brightness
temperatures up to 109K.

The impulsive microwave bursts are closely correlated

with hard X-ray bursts and the intensity profiles usually tr-ick

R.
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each other * but with some time delay of the order of 1 s for

the microwaves when seen with subsecond time resolution, When

seen with 20 ms time resolution, the X-rays have 80 ms spikes

which are absent in the microwaves as though this microwaves

were a smoothed out version of the hard X-rays (Lin et l.,

1980) . Thus while microwaves and hard X-rays come from rolated

electron populations, they clearly do not come entirely from

they same population. This is by rn our by the VLh maps at 15

and 22.5 01ix with arceeca resolution (Marsh and Hurford, 1980)

and the herd X-ray images taken with the Solar Maximum Mission

(SMM) with 8" reso L ation (Hoyng 2t al., 1981) • The microwaves

come from the ..ops rat loops and the 16 . 30 kerV X-rays and Ho

emission come mistly from the footpoints of the loops.

The accepted radiation mechanism for the microwave

bursts is gyrosynchrotaron radiation due to electrons with

energies greater than about 100 keV spiraling in a magnetic

field (Ramaty, 1969; Trulsen and Fejer, 1970). However,

occasional fine structure in microwave type IV bursts observed

with a time constant of 20 ms have brightness temperatures

greater than 10 13 K (Slottje, 1980) and can only be explained by

plasma radiation (Smith and Spicer, 1979)• The major problem

in interpreting microwave bursts is that several factors affect

their intensities and spectra, and we have no independent

handle can many of them. The most important of these are

non-uniformity of the magnetic field and various low-frequency
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absorption mechanisms such as synchrotron self-absorption.

Because of these uncertainties, we shall not treat the theory

of microwave bursts in detail, but shall consider thee related

problems of type 1 and moving type IV bursts in Section 5.

2.3. IT Bursts

Type 11 bursts consist of two slow drifting bands near

the fundamental and second harmonic of the plasma frequency at

meter wavelengths (Figure 1.1). When the drift rate is

converted into as effective radial velocity, a velocity in the

rango 800-2000 km s-t is obtained which was identified with a

co'lisionless magnetohydrodynamic (MMn) shock wave ascending

through the corona. This identification was ,confirmed when a

tyke 11 bit st was observed down to 30 kHz with the IMP-6

satellite (Malitson, Painbeerg and Stone, 1970. The last

observation was made just before a sudden-commencement

geomagnetic storm which is known to occur when an inter-

planetary #hook wave impinges on the magnetospheres of the

earth. beeveral type 11 bursts have recently been observed

below 1.3 MHz with the Voyager spacecraft (Boishot et al.,

1980) . The relatively frequent occurrence of these bursts at

large distances from the sun would favor the hypothesis of

shacks propagating parallel to the ambient magnetic field.
However, Boishot et 1, found that the ObReerved spectral
characteristics showed that the source of emission was

restricted to only a small portion of the shock which could
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wn1l bo a region where the magnetic field is locally perpen-

dicular to thee shock. Unfortunately, no measurements have been

reported to date whore thethey propert ees of the shock, the

energetic electrons and the radio emission have all been

measured together with the detail which we have for type III

bur *to

It is important for discussing the theory to determine

whether radio emission is produced for shock, propagation

primarily parallel or perpendicular to the ambient magnetic

field. For one type II Murat at meter wavelengths, Smerd

(1970) onclu4od that a better case could be made for parallel

than parpendit ular propagation. However, it is also true at

meter wavelengths that only a part of the shock remits at

any one time since when seen with the Culgoora radioheliograph,

one part of the source brightens and fades, and then another

part brightens (Wild and Smard, 1972)o This indicates that

seine special condition must be satisfied for radio emission

which may well be related to the mode of propagation of the

shock. The brightness temperatures of type 11 bursts reach

about 10 11 K for both the fundamental and the harmonic in the

bright parts of the bursts.

Type II burster are rich in structure (Wild et al.,

1963; Wild and Smerd, 1972)• Among the most important of these

arse Sand-splittingt Each harmonic band is split into two or

more components separated by about 10% of the midfrequency
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[Fig. 13 of Wild and Smerd (1972)3. These split bands clearly

emanate from different spatial locations at AU MUz which led

Smexd, Sheridan a[sd Stewart (1975) to postulate that they arise

from *mission from ahead of and behind the shock. This is

consistent with the fact exemplified in Figure 13 of !Wild and

Smerd (1972) that detailed spectral features are sometimes

duplicated in the two components of a split band.

Herringbone structures In about 10% of the burster the harmonic

hands consist of a succession of short-lived broad-band

elements which have fast frequency drifts of bath positive and

negative signs like mini-type III bursts. Sometimes these

diverge from a narrow-band feature and sometimes this feature

is absent.

it can be seen immediately in comparing the

observations of type 11 and type III bursts that we are dealing

with a more complex phenomenon with type II bursts. on the

other, hand, because of thw4 r much slower drift, they provide

the clearest example of plasma emission at the fundamental and

second harmonic and other fine structure clues whose

interpretation we shall discuss in Section 4.

2.4.	 Mo_ vin2 !)To IV Bursts

Type IV bursts are a very complex type of continuum

radiation which typically occurs after type II bursts in large

flares (Fig. 1.1). Some of the radiation must be produced near

the plasma frequency due to its high brightness temperature and

ly

1-11

A.
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some of it must be synchrotron radiation due to the high degree

of circular polarization (Wild and Smerd, 1972). A part of the

type IV burst moves progressively outward through the corona

when viewed with the Culgoora radioheliograph to heights as

large as K N with velocities in the range 20-1400 km a'1.

This ;, a moving type IV burst and is often associated with

white-light coronal transients inc k; ,..Ming the ejection of

material. (Stewart et al., 1974a,b). Moving type IV bursts have

been further classified into three types (Smerd and Dulk,

1971)•

Advan In% shock front: This appears as a wile irregular arc on

the heliograph record some minutes after a type 11 source has

occurred. The arc gradually expands outwards and can be

explained as synchrotron radiation at 80 MHz as the source

attains a height of ^ 1 Fte. All varieties of moving type IV

bursts have the characteristic of a late first appearance at a

height ,t 1 Eke at 80 MHz which can sometimes be explained by

suppression of synchrotron radiation by the medium ^aoisshot and

Clavelier, 1967).

Expanding magnetic arch: This second variety is due to

electrons trapped in a magnetic arch which expands with time.

This variety is often associated with an activated filament

seen in d a. The arch progressively expands at a velocity

«300 km s' 1 and develops strong circular polarization of

opposite senses at its two feet as though electrons are
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mirroring near these positions. often after some expansion a$

a whole arch, the source condenses into several discrete

sources, but still arranged along a loop of increasing

dimensions, The emission from the footpoints is best explained

as plasma erission for this type.

I
	 Ejected plasmoids The last variety is characterized by uniform

t	 radial motion of the source to very great heights occasionally,

but more often to 2-3 Ro. These sources often break up into
i

two sources which are circularly polarized in opposite senses.

is

	

	 Although the original interpretation of this type was that a

plasma with its own magnetic field is being ejected from the

corona, i.e., a plasmoid, the most recent observations with the

Culgoora radioheliograph operating at three frequencies

(Duncan, Stewart and Nelson, 1981; Duncan, 1981), show that

this type is remarkably similar to the expanding arch in a

corona whose density has increased by a large factor due to the

ejection of a transient. The only difference between these two

types is that in the expanding arch the accompanying density

enhancement causes a bulging out of the corona whereas in the

ejected plasmoid the accompanying density enhancement actually

looses its solar attachment and becomes a transient.

The latest observations (Duncan et al., 1981; Duncan,

1981) also show brightness temperatures up to 5 x 10 12K which

can only be explained by plasma emission. The observed degree

of polarization of up to 100% implies that the emitting 	
Y

a
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electrons cannot have energies much above 100 keV on the

gyrosynchrotron hypothesis. However, 100 koV electrons cannot

give gyrosynchrotron brightness temperatures above 109K

(Duncan, 1981). The observed sense of polarization is o-mode

consistent with plasma emission and inconsistent with the

x-mode sense expected from gyrosynchrotron emission. It should

be noted that until these recent observations plasma emission

had been rejected for moving type IV bursts (bulk, Melrose and

Smerd, 1978) because it was thought that electron densities at

the heights of moving type IV sources were too small and, on

the evidence of one-dimensional interferometers, moving type IV

sources showed no dispersion of source position with observing

frequency as would be expected for plasma emission. With the

Skylab observations of coronal transients, cases were observed

with densities as high as 1.5 x 10 9 cm- 3 at heights of 3 RO

corresponding to a plasma frequency of 270 MHz (Schmahl and

Hildner, 1977). The material was confined in Chreads with

steep density gradients so that source dispersion at different

frequencies should be different than in the normal corona

traversed by a type III burst. The three frequency

two-dimensional interferometer observations with the Culgoora

heliograph have shown that there is source dispersion at

different frequencies in moving type IV sourceE (Duncan,

1981). Thus we have a case Where the use of powerful new
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observing techniques has forced a complete rethinking of the

interpretation of these bursts. This interpretation for

advancing front and ejected plasmoid type sources for which we

now have a rich data base will be considered in Section S.

2.5.	 Type I Noise Storms

Type I noise storms are the most persistent form of

solar activity at meter wavelengths and are not associated with

flares, but occur continuously in active regions. They have

been reviewed by Elgaroy (1977). The storms consist of type I

continuum in the 40-400 MHz range which has a slow rise time,

long duration of hours to days and a relative bandwidth of

about 1008, and type I bursts which have a rise time a 0.1 s, a

duration of 0.1-10 s and a relative bandwidth of a few

percent. The emission of both continuum and bursts is

predominately polarized in the sense of the o-mode and often

reaches nearly 100%, consistent with fundamental plasma

emission. As shown schematically in Figure 1, low-frequency

type III storms have approximately the same starting frequency

as the lowest Frequency of type I emission which lends some

support to the hypothesis that the frequency of type I emission

is related to the plasma frequency.

However, the directivity properties of type I and

type III emission are quite different. As discussed in

Section 2.2, type III bursts have broad cones of emission.

Observations made from the earth and from a spacecraft at
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169 MHz to give a stereo capability have shown that the beam-

width of individual type I bursts is less than 25' (Steinberg,

Garoubalos and Bougeret, 1974) and sometimes tilted 60' away

from the local solar vertical (Bougeret and Steinberg, 1980).

The observations of individual type I bursts with high spatial

(3.4') and temporal (0.1 s) resolution have shown the existence

of bursts whose peak intensity moves during their lifetime

which can only be explained by propagation effects that take

place very close to the primary source (Bougeret and Steinberg,

1977). The high directivity of individual bursts argues

against much isotropic angular scattering of the radiation far

from the source. on this basis Bougeret and Steinberg (1977)

have developed a model in which the radiation is produced in

bunches of overdense fibers and suffers multiple reflections

off these fibers. For the model to work they need emission

directed along the fibers as would be expected for gyro-

synchrotron emission for fibers aligned along the magnetic

field.

Heliography has also shown the persistance of a given

spatial-temporal .shape at the same position which means a broad

noise storm center can-be divided into a few distinct and fixed

sources where bursts of constant characteristics are emitted.

This indicates that the burst sources are very well localized

and connected with very fixed structures in the corona. In the

context of the fLber model, many loops consisting of a number
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of fibers with different densities and orientations can make up

an active region. Thus close-by sources with different beam

orientation would be expected and are sometimes observed

(Bougeret and Steinberg, 1980). The noise storm center then

consists of many sources that cannot be observed simultaneously

from a given direction and the spatial-temporal shape is

obtained by strong scattering close to the source inside the

fibrous medium.	 Other observations show that type I sources

are located over regions with soft X-ray loop structures

(Stewart and Vorpahl, 1977) and it is possible that there are

wany more loops which are too cool to be observed.

The directivity of type I emission leads to a very

marked center-to-limb effect for their observability (Elgaroy,

1977). since noise storms are associated with loop structures,

but can be up to 100% polarized, the emission must be confined

to primarily one leg of the loop. Within the fiber bunch

model, the center-to-limb variation and degree of polarization

is hypothesized to occur as follows (Bougeret and Steinberg,

1980): (i) The radiation is most often oriented in the

r`

	

	 direction of the fibers with less frequent orientation at large

angles. (ii) Propagation transverse to the direction of the

fibers results in a depolarization due to multiple

reflections. Propagation along the fibers results in very few

reflections and little depolarization. (iii) Burst sources are

more frequently located in regions where the radiating part of

is



the arch (bunch of fibers) is close to the solar radial which

will produce the observed center-to-limb distribution.

The type I noise storm phenomenon is our last example

of a quite complex process which is rich in details which

should give many clues for a theory. It is fair to say that no

theory to date has been able to explain all the observations.

'hype I noise storms are related to moving type IV bursts in

that they both arise from trapped electron populations, but

without the very rapid movement of the traps possible during

flare conditions, In fact, type I bursts cluster in "drifting

chains" which drift to Lower frequency 70% of the time at

1 MHz a'1 at 150 MHz which leads to an average velocity of

90 km s -1 assuming fundamental pla$ma emission. At lower

frequencies the drift rates and derived speeds are considerably

smaller, and consistent with the observed speeds of non-flare-

associated rising loops observed in white light (Gosling

et al., 1976). Thus we shall consider the theory for type I

noise storms along with that for moving type IV bursts in

Section 5.
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3.

	

	 THEORY OF TYPE III RADIO BURSTS (RADIO EMISSION FROM

ELECTRON STREAMS)

3.1.	 Overview

We shall only discuss those theories which regard

electron-stream-excited Langmuir waves as the source of

observes' electromagnetic emission, and in which only a small

fraction of the Langmuir wave energy is lost by electromagnetic

emission processes. The evolution of the Langmuir wave

spectrum can therefore be studied independently of any coupling

to transverse fields. There are two classes of nonlinear

mechanisms which govern the evolution of the Langmuir wave

spectrum. "Quusilinear theory" studies the interaction between

the waves and the electron stream, and their mutual evolution.

"Mode-coupling (or wave-wave interaction) theory" involves

coupling between Langmuir waves in different parts of k-space,

and includes induced scatter, as well as nonlinear refractive

effects. Finally, there may be linear refractive effects (1iio

to sinall density irregulariti e s, which can affect +.lira Laarigrnuir

w.,vc, spectrum.

1, 2.	 Quasilinear Theory

Qua y ilinear theory is a .;tPatistical, theory, in r:-&-sh tha

onst-unble -averaged spectral. energy density, of Lanr, muir waves,

( ) , grows due try the free energy in a "bump-on-taa.l" elec^tr°c:.i

distribution function, F(v), which simultaneously evolves

because of diffusion in velocity space as electron orbits are
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perturbed by the Langmuir waves. Most theories are

one-dimensional. For a homogeneous beam, a plateau eventually

forms in velocity space * and Langmuir wave growth stops. (on a

much longer time mcaleo both the beam and the waves will

thermalize, due to collisions.)	 I

However, we know from observation (Figs. 2.6 * 2.7) that

the electron streams associated with type III bursts are not

spatially homogeneous. Due to velocity dispersion, the fast

electrons arrive before the slow ones [Fig. 2.41(b)]. As shown

in Figure 2.7, the peak of the "bump-on-tail" distribution

moves from higher to lower speeds. Waves emitted at early

dines witli phase velocities matcheil to electrort velociti.es , v,

fc)r which the "bump", F(v) has positive, slope tihoulel tfwt'4.-for-.^

he reabsorbo-1 at later tii-nes, wilt  tho phase. ve'^I,)jitin-;

00j'1*QSPOtPi "0 't ((lisplac-o'l) kinip witli rlvcjt,Itivo '-lope. 	 111 011,

v-:iy, the st ro, ,tm can propatlato o-,,,or loriel ii- st-ritice s.

"Inhomogeneous" quasilinear theory iti require.] t-) Lrp,At,

t fit- prooess quantitatively. E i,.irly analytical predictions by

Ryutov and Sagdeev (1970) have been developed anti confirmetl in

the context of type III burst streams (Zheleznyakov and

Zaitsev, 1970a,b; Zaitsev et al., 1974; Grognard, 1975). The

most complete calculations require extensive numerical work

(Takakura and Shibahashi, 1976; Magelssen and Smith, 1977;

Grognard, 1980). The 1-D inhomogeneous quasilinear equations

solved by Magelssen and Smith had the following form:
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—TF+b [v + av ^va"v}^	 (3.2. lb)
where a, a' and b are constants, Y'b and B represent wave

damping and spontaneous emission by the background plasma, and

T represents (slow) aollisional relaxation of the beam. In

(3.2.1x) PM is driven unstable at wavenumbers, k where the

slope of the bump, aF /av, is positive, and where the Gerenkov

condition, v - wp/k, is satisfied. Spontaneous emission is

included in the a' term. In (3.2.1b) the advective term,

v 3P/ax, is the essential new feature in the inhomngeneous

theory. Equations (3.2.la,b) were solved, subject to the

boundary condition of an assumed stream with F a v-5

exp f ' (t-t 0 )2/T2) , generated at the injection point, low

in the solar corona. Typically, to and T were chosen on the

order of seconds. In Figure 3.1, we see a time-ordered

sequence of profiles of F and of P, at a distance 2 x 10 9 m

from the injection point. Both velocity dispersion and

reabsorption are evident., as well as plateau formation.

A central result of any nonlinear calculation is the

predicted total energy density in Langmuir waves at a given

spatial point. We define the dimensionless Langmuir energy

density as

<.IE 1 
2>	

dk	 P(k)

W 4n n  
k  T  

Mf 27r nene^ '	 ( 3.2.2 )
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where ns is the electron density and kp Te the electron

thermal energy, For the quasilinear calculations the peak
energy density is, W * 10' 5 typically. Grognard (19110) used

the one-dimensional distribution function found by Lin et al.,

(Fig. 2.7) ass a boundary condition for integrating the

quasilinear equations forward, to a spatial point downstream.

An initially low level of waves was found numerically to grow

to W ft 14° 5 , in agreement with the peak Langmuir electric

fields of several mV/m measured by Lin.

Finally, it is worth remarking that inhomogeneous

quasilinear theory predicts, at a given spatial point (and thus

a given plasma frequency) a temporal build-up of W 2 to a

maximum and then a temporal relaxation which is in accord with

the temporal emission profiles in figure 2.3. This was first

noted by 7,aitsev et al. (1972), and confirmed by Smith and

Magelsson. It is xignificant because the theory of second

harmonic emissions gives volume emissivities quadratic in the

Langmuir wave spectral energy density (see Section 3. 5). If

the emission is assumed to be Fundamental, a somewhat less

adequate fit is still. possible (Zaitsev et al., 1972).

3.3. Induced Scr^tter Off Ions

Quasilinear phenomena and the process of induced

Langmuir scatter off the polarization clouds of ions (or off

ion-acoustic waves, when To >> Ti ) together comprise the

subject matter of "weak turbulence theory", provided the
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scatter is treated statistically (using the ran gy om phase

approximation). Kaplan and Tsytovich (1967, 1973) considered

induced scatter off ions independently of quasilinear theory,

as a stabilization mechanism which removes Langmuir wavc energy

from .resonance with the beam. Zheleznyakov and Zaitsev

(1970a) treated induced scatter off ions together with

quasilinear theory for the lower corona (100 MEIz 4 fp <

200 M11z ) , and concluded that the former was negligible. Later

work seemed to support this conclusion, by showing that the

energy density in Langmuir waves had to be comparable to the

energy in the electron stream for induced scatter to become

important (Smith and Yung, 19711 Heyvaerts and de Genouillac,

1974).

More recent estimates (Smith, 1977), based on spacecraft

observations at lower frequencies, show that it cannot be

neglected in comparison with quasilinear effects for the values

W " 10-5 measured in intense bursts at 0.45 AU. It is

estimated that the time for the scattered wave energy to equal

the beam-resonant wave energy is about 40 s, which is an order

of magnitude shorter than the duration of the Langmuir waves.

Induced scatter is therefore a fast process.

There is some difference of opinion over whether induced

scatter is principally a 1-D or a 3-D process. In 2-D

numerical calculations of induced scatter off ion-acoustic

quasimodes, it is found to occur as a 1-D backward or forward

:J
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scatter (Bardwel l and Qoldman, 19761 Nicholson and Goldman,

1978; 11afizi, Weatherall, Goldman and Nicholson, 1981). Other

authors claim it is essentially 3_D (lleyvaorts st a1., 19741

Perkins t al., 1974) .

If one considers the I-D scatter in the dimension

defined by the wavewaver vector, ho# of a beam-resonant I$ pump$$

1,angmui.r wave, than the scattered wave-vector is determined

from the kinematical condition w l,(ko) - Iil0 ks) +

v i ,ko-ksl, where wl,( k) = (wp 2 +3ve 2 k 2 ) 1/z is the

uingmuir wave dispersion relation and vi the ion thermal

volocity. This leads to a scattered Langmuir wave voutor,

ksf k i)	 a - k tl 1 ',l ) , where a	 { 2/3)00)

l.. r x 10- 2 , in a plasma with equ•'il electron chill ion

t ^-nt o r at ur v, and kl) i t; t he l.obye Ov . ive number,

^^.. :'.	 Ii4i` p' . l{ '1't) ^	 ' •	 :'rljy(„!'	 Litt; 1it?:l:ll-1 0 SOIlcit:it Wiit"r:! t ii..rltlt)OT,	 L:;

k la	 ^^{a' ^( '	 1-ho t'lliil 'i^,'tr4?t	 3t	 I td!" :^oat;t,ec ^SE^I^t n lt, till

t iSt"	 t,l; P:s	 ti.)l	 Vie	 iy	 I^t'4it;1^.`f'.	 1.t1.	 It	 1t.	 1.3	 #`.dCiiP9tt l	 t'l #1

r',>, VI) }}  	 ii:3 in 3tost_ ` f t.ho t?=irly wrork near, l :gl 	 'ilaF , 1 (j^.11

the scatterinq is in the backward tlir'ecation until the ^rattew{.f"!

music~• builds up enough energy to act as a pump for a secon-lar:'y

scatter into the forward direction. During each scatter, the

wave number is reduced by a ( see Nicholson and Goldman, 1978

for a graphic illustration) until the cascade of multiple

scatterings builds up a distribution of Langmuir waves in both

directions, between ko and -ko. In the 3-D version

C_
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to	 ,

of this, an isotropic distribution is created. However, the

measured beam near 1 AU (Fig. 2.7) has the property that

ko/kt) is of the same order as a, so that only ea single

scatter should occur, bringing Langmui.r waves to essentially

zero wave number. in preliminary calculations, using the data

in Fiqure 2.7, Grognar4 (1981) has studied quasil ,near and

induced scatter effects near 1 AU simultaneously, and observed

an important role played by the latter, leading to a build-up

of scattered energy at wave numbers much Less than beam-

resonant wave numbers. The resulting spectrum may be unstable

to modulational instability and spatial self-focusing as

discussed in the next section.

3.4.	 Wave-wave Effects of the Nonlinear Refractive and

Self-focusing Variety

The fundamental equations underlying most discussions of

this wider class of wave-wave interactions is the pair of

beam-driven Zakharov equations for the slowly varying complex

envelope, E(X,t) of electrostatic electric field oscillations

near the plasma frequency [of form E(r,t) - Re F exp

(-iwpt)], and the slowly-varying density perturbation

6 n 2 (r, t ) which is second order in F. With time in units of

wp-1 , and distances in units of /_3 kp- 1 , these equations

assume the following general form (Zakharov, 1972; Nicholson

et al., 1978; Goldman et al., 1980a)
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i a t f+ 1/2 V 2 E- 
6nj

E- i y	 0	 (3.4.1a)
0

[aT 
+ v i a t - Ci V Z ] 6 n2 = - ^ - 2 IV IE^	 (3.4.1b)

2w M wp

In the first equation, the term 6n 2F contains nonlinear

refractive effects arising from density changes, an t . In the

second equation, 8n 2 is driven by the divergence of the

pandermotive forcer"-' V. e2 +E) 2 4m Wb 2 , and responds through

the linear ion-acoustic (quasi-) mode operator in square

brackets on the left. The velocity is the ion (sound) speed in

these special units. The term yE in the first equation has the

spatial Fourier transform yk Eke where Y k is the growth

rate of Langmuir waves due to an idealized electron stream,

with no velocity dispersion, which propagates unaffected by the

waves. The growth rate Yk is a maximum of order ( n/8e)1/2

(nb/no)(vb/e v) 2 in a small region of k-space near ko =

wp vb/vb, where resonant waves are driven by the beam.

The term vi 6n 2 in the second equation has the spatial

Fourier transorm vik 6nk, where vik is the damping rate

of ion-acoustic waves, usually assumed to be of the order of

their frequency, cik, because of heavy ion Landau damping of

ion-acoustic (quasi-) modes in a plasma with Te = Ti.

The Zakharov equations (3.4.1) are dynamical, rather

than statistical in nature, unlike the quasilinear equations
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(3.2.1). one solves for the amplitude and phase of the

electric field envelope S(r,t) or its transform, f(k,t), rather

than for a spectral energy density, p (k) = fd3(rl-r2)

4E(r l ) • E(r 7 )> exp ik - (rl-r2)# where <> d6notes an ensemble

average. The Zakharov equations do not allow for nonlinear

modifications of the beam distribution function, whereas the

pure quasilinear equations do not allow for any wave-wave

interactions. Moreover, the Zakharov equations are three-

dimensional, and contain induced scatter off ions, as well as

important effects such as self-focusing which require at least

two spatial dimensions (Goldman and Nicholson, 1978b; Goldman

et al., 1980b; Hafizi et al., 1981), whereas the quasilinear

equations are usually solved in one dimension.

In Equation (3.4.1a) it is assumed that the transverse

electric field and its sources are much smaller than the

longitudinal field and its sources. With this approximation,

the coupled equations have been solved numerically in a

two-dimensional cell with periodic boundary conditions

(Nicholson et al., 1978; Goldman et al., 1981). The most

recent results, for parameters appropriate to 0.5 AU, are shown

in Figure 3.2 (Hafizi et al., 1981) in which contours of equal

J k ) are plotted in k-space. Initially all modes are at a

low level, and randomly phased with respect to one another.

The beam-resonant or "pump" modes in the rectangle grow up

temporally, to a level Wp	 10- 5 . At time t l , energy is

r
.t	

A
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beginning to go to lower wavenumbers [Fig. 3.2(a)3. At time
r

t2, the three contours labelled by 2 in Figure 3.2(b) represent

`

	

	 linear wave instabilities pumped by the beam-resonant modes.

The two contours off the axis represent a modulational

instability, in the geometry predicted by Rardwell and Goldman

(1976). This differs from the one-dimensional geometry

predicted by Papadopoulos et al. (1974). The contour near the

origin represents induced scatter off ions, wb ich is contained

in the dynamical Zakharov equations as well as in weak

turbulence theory. At the slightly later time, t 3 , shown in

Figure 3.2(c), there is very little Langmuir energy left in

resonance with the pump, and the rate of energy injection into

all modes has therefore slowed considerably. As viewed in

coordinate space around this time, Langmuir wave packets are

seen to begin to collapse spatially to smaller dimensions. The

background solar magnetic field may be incorporated into the

calculation, and tends to make the wave packets slightly

pancake-shaped at the early stage of collapse (Goldman et al.,

1981), but does not change the scenario significantly.

The physical origin of this spati,:.t self-focusing is as

follows: Pondermotive force causes a local reduction in

density and increase in the "index of refraction" seen by the

Langmuir waves. In two or more dimensions (Goldman and

Nicholson, 1978; Goldman et al., 1980b) this refraction cannot

be compensated by dispersion, and the packet collapses
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unstably, until it is dissipated by background electrons at a

scale size of several Debye lengths, or broken up by scatt*ring

off density cavities.

Unfortunately, the Zakharov equations cannot be solved

accurately for times much later than t 3 , so it is not known how

long the collapse continues. Presumably a steady state

evolves, and the electromagnetic emission may come from either

the small scale or larger scale structures, or both. Kruchina

et h1. (1980) argue heuristically that this steady state is

dominated by Langmuir scatter off density cavities. They

construct a crude statistical theory in which field correlation

times are contvolled by phase shifts associated with this

scatter. They argue that the large scale structures are

principally responsible for the emission, and derive

emissivities which are consistent with the data of Figure 2.4.

Goldman et al. (1980a) have calculated the emission from

a single collapsing (s- lf-similar) wave packet in the late

stage, when small spatial scales are reached. However, a

volume emissivity requires, in addition, a knowledge of the

density of such collapsing packets, which cannot be found

reliably without a knowledge of the steady state.

The study of the implications of the Zakharov equations

for the Langmuir turbulence associated with type III burstz has

been frought with difficulties. It was originally thought that

beam-resonant wave packets collapsed directly, before any
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induced-scatter off ions could occur (Nicholson et ate, , 19781

Goldman and Nicholson, 1978). Other authors also neglected

induced scatter off ions, in heuristic 1-D statistical theories

in which direct modulational instability of the beam modes led

to a transfer of energy to higher wavenumbers and eventual

stabilization to a steady state (Smith et al. ', 1979; Goldstein

et al., 1979; for a more rigorous theory of 1-D strong Langmuir

turbulence, also see DuBois and Rose, 1981). Such 1-D theories

probably do not describe the rapid collapse stage properly

(Rowland et al., 1981; Hafizi et al., 1981) and the one-

dimensional nature of the modulational instability has been

criticized. However, in the context of the type IIt problem,

all of these attempts give peak energy densities between W =

10` 5 and W = 10-`', and all quickly remove Langmuir energy

density from resonance with the beam. This is because the

thresholds for induced scatter off ions, modulational

instability and direct collapse are all very close to one

another, and all involve relatively fast transfers of energy in

k-space, compared to the time scale for quasilinear plateau

formation.

The "spiky" spectrum of Langmuir waves measured between

0.5 AU to 1 AU (Figure 2.6) cannot be taken as evidence for

collapsed wave packets, because the minimum resolvable distance

of ti25 km is much larger than the size of a collapsed packet of

ten Debye lengths ( 11-50 meters) or even the wavelength of the
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i
beam-resonant Langmuir modes (ti3 km). It is possible the small

k condensate of Figure 3.2(c) is observable, but we do not know

theoretically what fraction of the energy of an eventual steady

state Langmuir spectrum lies at such small wavenumbers.

In Figure 2.8, the tine corresponding to W = 4 x 10-5

lies near the upper limit of the measured Langmuir field

strengths. It is important to note that this value of W,

although common to most theoretical treatments, is associated

with much shorter scale length Langmuir turbulence than the

measured fields with scale lengths >25 km.

3.5.	 Second Harmonic Emission From Langmuir Waves

There awe no plausible mechanisms for production of

second harmonic emission other than the coalescence of two

Langmuir waves, first proposed by Ginzburg and Zheleznyakov

(1958). Even t ►:is requires the beam-resonant Langmuir modes to

undergo spectral modification, by wave-wave interaction or by

scattering off density irregularities. The reason has to do

with the necessary kinematical matching restriction,

wL (k l ) + w  (k2 ) = ( wp + c2 k2)1/2. Since the two Langmuir

frequencies are very close to the plasma frequency, the

transverse wavenumber of the harmonics emission must be kT w

3" wp/c, regardless of the Langmuir wave-vectors k l , k2 . If

we take the magnitude of these wave-vectors to be of the order

wp/vb , assuming them to be resonant with the beam, then the

momentum matchiag condition, k l + k2 = kT, tells us that we
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must have vb • (2/17) c, which is impossible. The stream

velocity is known to be c/2 or less, so the wave- vectors of the

beam-resonant waves are too large to add up properly. Induced

scatter off ions into the backward direction may lead to a

"correct" spectrum for second harmonic emissions. Also, the

real-space collapse of this condensate may eventually create a

broad spectrum of backward and forward waves which would be

kinematically suitable for second harmonic emission.

The current which produces second harmonic emission is

second order in the Langmuir field: 72 ft- 	 E where 6n, m V•E,

by Poisson's equation. The emissivity is proportional to Jj2+2

and so depends on E to the fourth power. In weak turbulence

statistical theories of the volume emissivity, the random phase

appropriation is employed and the emissivity goes as P2 . This

may not be the case, however, for statistical theories of

strong turbulence even with random phases. (Kruchina et al.,

1981; Goldman et al., 1980; Papadopoulos et al., 1978).

Moreover, there can be important phase effects, in the

dynamical evolution of the Langmuir fields, which are neglected

if collapse plays a role (Hafizi and Goldman, 1981).

There are a number of different estimates for the

dependence on W of the volume emissivity at the second

harmonic. Smith's (1977) estimate, combining rigorous

inhomogeneous quasilinear theory results with heuristic

arguments concerning induced scatter off ions gives a volume
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emissivity of J
20  

• 10-13 E4 /3n watts m-3 sr"o which is

large enough (Garnett et al., 1980) to account for most of the

observations at 1 AU (Fig. 2.7). However his treatment of the

scatter is very heuristic and Smith's own claim that the

induced scatter is very fast, and goes towards small forward

wave numbers during the rise of the burst suggest that the

estimate may not be self-consistent. Grognard's preliminary

self-consistent calculations of the two effects together, shows

the Langmuir spectrum builds to a large "condensate" at small

k. This spectrum would not radiate at the second harmonic at

all because the kinematics cannot be satisfied. Moreover, the

spectrum seems to be above the collapse threshold, and would

therefore be expected to spread to higher wave numbers.

Papadopoulos et al. 's (1974) estimate assumes a 1-D

isotropic spectrum peaked at k ti 0.1 kD, where they claim the

mo3ulational instability has the maximum growth rate. Gurnett

et al. (1980) obtain from this the volume emissivity J2WP
5.8 x 10-15 (T/To) 3/2 E4 /vn watts/m 3 or, where To is the

electron temperature at the earth. This accounts for many

fewer of the events observed at 1 AU. Both the one-dimensional

nature of this calculation, and the related failure to describe

collapse have been criticized (Goldman et al., 1980a; Hafizi

et al., 1981; Rowland, et al., 1981). Gurnett et al. (1980),

using their measured radial variation of the emissivity,

however, show that both of the above estimates are consistent
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with the measured radial variation of the Langmuir field

(although we must point out once again the disparity of

theoretical and measured Langmuir wave scale sizes).

papadopoulos and Freund (1978) calculate the emission

from stationary solitons, assumed to arise from a balance of

growth in beam modes, Yor against a transfer rate YN,

associated with 1-D modulational instability. They find the

volume emissivity for second harmonic generation is

proportional to the first power of W rather than the second.

in addition, they argue that they can account for the two

regimes of dependence of the emissivity on the electron flux

JE , observed bf Fitzenreiter et al. (1976), and shown in

Figure 2.5. The argument is nominally based on a transition

between two forms of the modulational instability, the subsonic

[in which the first two terms on the left in Equation (3.4.1b)

are negligible] and the supersonic (in which they are

dominant). We believe this argument to be unconvincing for a

number of reasons. The most serious objection is that it

requires a beam to background density ratio, nb/ne M

3 x 10- 4 , which is three orders of magnitude higher than is

usually assumed reasonable. In addition, it is difficult to

justify the stable solitons they assume, or the closely packed

density of such solitons (Goldman at al., 1980x).

Goldman at al. (1980x) calculate the second harmonic

(and fundamental) emissivity from a single collapsing soliton,
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and find both an upper limit which is quadratic in W, and a

lower estimate, based on a supersonic self-similar solution,

which is independent of W. A volume emissivity is then

obtained from a crude statistical model which gives the density

of solitons by balancing the power flow into beam modes against

the power transfer to collapsing solitons. However, this model

contains an undetermined parameter, F, relating to the lack of

knowledge concerning the amount of Langmuir energy in resonance

with the beam. The parameter, F, cannot be determined without

the (2-D) steady-state strongly turbulent spectrum of Langmuir

waves. At present, this spectrum has not been determined

numerically. In addition, the assumption was made that the

collapse was direct, i.e., that it proceeded from wave packets

whose size and shape was determined by the width and location

in k-space of the beam-resonant mode spectrum. The latest,

more detailed, results [Figs. 3.V a)-(c)] abow the collapse is

not direct, but proceeds from a condensate near zero wave

number, which forms after induced scatter off ions has occurred

(Hafizi et al., 1981). This will affect both the dynamical and

statistical assumptions which enter into the calculations of

emission from collapsing solitons, particularly because the

beam-modes are severely depleted up to the latest times which

can be followed (Fig. 3.2).

Kruchina et al. (1981) consider the emissions from a

strongly turbulent Langmuir state in which Langmuir wave

C- r
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packets are nonlinearly phase de-correlated dine to scatter off

density cavities. They find an smisaivity for second harmonic

emission which is linear in W, and also claim good agreement

with the data of Figure 2.4. :["heir model, however, is

one-dimensional and based on a scenario for steady state

Langmuir turbulences which has never been obtained numerically

even in 1-D for the streams associated with type III bursts

(although there is some evidence for such a 1-D spectrum in

Laser-driven plasmas). In addition, one might expect much

lower cross-sections for scatter of wave-packets from density

cavities in two or three dimensions.

These tneoretical studies usually interpret local

tow-frequency type III emissions as second harmonic, in which

case, none are able to account for the characteristic ten- to

twenty-minute delay between the onset of the local emission and

the onset of both the observed Langmuir waves and the

positive-slopes part of the parallel electron distribution

function. Since Lin et al. (1981) are now calling into

question the interpretation of the low frequency emissions as

second harmonic, more careful consideration ought to be given

to the predictions from strong turbulence theory of fundamental

emission at low frequencies.

3.6. Fundamental Emission From Langmuir Waves

There is no way a Langmuir wave can convert into

fundamental radiation near the plasma frequency without some

w
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agent to take up momentum. This follows from the frequency and

momentum conservation lawn. In the presence of local density

gradients, the inverse scale length of the gradient can act as
LT

	

	
the required momentum, and so-called direct emission can

occur. This effect cannot be dismissed out of hand ( Melrose,

1981, 1980b).

In the more traditional scenario, the extra momentum is

supplied by ions (through their surrounding polarization

cloude). This process was first proposed by Oinzberg and

Zheleznyakov ( 1958, 1959) . it harp been shown (Smith, 19701

Melrose, 1977) that unless this conversion off ions is induced`,

there is a problem in accounting quant itatively for fundamental

emission at high frequencies.

Another possibility is that the conversion is off very

low-frequency waves, which may be present at turbulent levels.

Melrose (1980b) has considered this process in connection with

emission above 60 MHz, although no theory for the Langmuir

turbulence is provided. If the low-frequency waves have W,low

greater than about 10- 9 , he finds the fundamental can be as

bright as the Langmuir waves. Melrose (1980b) also considers

the usual coalescence process for second harmonic emission. He

shows that the fundamental, second h3^`. • n1c•^ii and Langmuir waves

can all have the same brightness temperature (in agreement with
6 ->

observation) provided that the Langmuir wave brightness

i
	 temperature is as large as 10 15 *K. The argument is advanced
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that the observed brightness temperatures (of 10 120K for fp

40 M11z) should be much less than the actual brightness

temperature of the emission if the actual size of the source is

much less than the observed size (due, for example, to coronal

scattering, or to clumpy Langmuir waves).

At lower frequencies, there has been less work done on

fundamental emission. Kruchina et al. (1981) find that the

fundamental emissivity goes as W2 in their version of strong

turbulence theory. At 0.5 AU they find equal emissivity for

fundamental and harmonic emission, and general ogre"merit with

the data of Figure 2.4. Goldman ems. tom, (1980) also fie .a

comparable fur.uamental and harmonic emission from a

self-similar supersonic collapsing soliton.

3.7. liens ty Irregularities and Ton-Acoustic Waves

The existence and significance of static density

irregularities and low frequency wavelike density structures,

in relation to type III bursts, can no longer be ignored.

Scattering and ducting of high frequency emisesions off density

irregularities have been invoked to explain the differences

between apparent and true source sizes and heights in the lower

corona (Section 2.1..1). tensity irregularities can play a role

in fundamental emission, either by allowing direct emission

(Melrose, 1980b), or by reducing absorption in induced

conversion off ions (Smith and Riddle, 1975; Melrose, 1980b).

irregularities have also been called upon to explain the 1.85
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ratio of harmonic to fundamental as due to truncation of the

lowest fundamental frequencies due to reflection off irregular

density peaks.

Spacecraft proton density measurements show considerable

variation in the average density with position and time

(Gurnett et al., 1978a). There is also direct evidence for

density irregularities from interplanetary scintillations in

tho emission from radio stars. Coles and Harmon (1978) have

studied the spectrum of scintillations at distances >0.5 AU

from the sun. It has been shown that the amplitude, do/n, of

density irregularities of size between 50 km and 200 km is

do/n - 10-3 , to within an order of magnitude. Smith and Sims

(1979) have found that linear beam-driven Langmuir rays in such

a (weakly) clumpy plasma are strongly refracted into a random

pattern of intense and weak spots. The random pattern of

Langmuir intensity is consistent with the typically spiky

Langmuir fields found by all observers (see Fig. 2.8) and

provides a better explanation than the collapse scenario,

because the spatial scales are correct. In addition, the

isotropization of Langmuir rays as they wander through the

density irregularities may help enable the kinematical

condition for second harmonic emission to be satisfied.

Ion-acoustic irbulc:nce has been found experimentally to

be a permanent feature of the solar wind (Garnett et al.,

1979). Low frequency energy densities Wlow - E2 /4nn9 of the
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order of 10-8 are not common between 096 AU and 1 AU. This

corresponds to values of 6n/n - (kpe/k) W 1/ 2 which can below

as large as 10-4 or more, if the waves are assumed to be

ion-acoustic. The observed high levels of ion-acoustic

turbulence would also be sufficient to enable Melrose's process

of fundamental amplification by induced conversion of Langmuir

waves off ion-acoustic waves to occur. The analogue of this

process, induced scatter of Langmuir waves off ion-acoustic

waves into other Langmuir waves, should be equally fast and

efficient. Lion acoustic turbulence in the vicinity of

Jupiter's bow shock has been found by Gurnett et al. (1981),

and seems to have a profound effect on Langmuir turbulence,

shifting it up to high wave numbers by a cascade of scatters.]

The effect of ion-acoustic turbulence on collapse has not been

considered, but inhibition would not be surprising. Finally,

we should mention that there are processes which enable

electron streams to radiate fundamental emission directly, in

the presence of ion-acoustic turbulence, without the need for

any excitation of Langmuir waves at all (Nambu, 198].).
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4.	 RADIO EMISSION FROM SHOCK WAVES AND CURRENT SHEETS

We move from the relatively simple case of a low

density beam which acts as a nonperturbing exciting agent to

shock waves which act as a perturbing exciting agent. A

perpendicular magnetosonic collisionless shock wave (defined in

section 4.1) is of necessity a current sheet because the

magnetic field changes across the shock and its curl gives rise

to a current. A stationary current sheet in the corona can

always be thought of as two colliding and thus stationary shock

waves of this *.ype. We shall not treat current sheets in

detail, but having noted the relation between current sheets

and shock waves, it should be clear how the results for shock

waves could be extended to current sheets. Some results on

radio emission from current sheets are given in Smith and

Spicer (1979).

4.1.	 Shock Confi2urauion

By a collisionless shock wave we mean a propagating

transition layer that causes a change of state in which the

primary dissipation mech.;nism is not Coulomb collisions betwo(,nj

particles. The shock is at least can the average stationary th

time in its rest frame. Since ordinary coulomb collisions at-e

not important, the time scales of all relevant processes •nusL

tje much less than the collision time. The change in state

which occurs when the shock tre-werses a plasma comus i rod,, Ltle

collective interaction between particles and electric ind
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magnetic fields. The fields can be of two kinds: 1. constant

in time, produced by charge separation, currents, or external

sources, 2. fluctuating in time, produced by plasma

instabilities. The first case is called laminar and the second

turbulent. The turbulence can be either microturbulence

generated by short-wavelength instabilities inside a laminar

shock layer or large scale turbulence associated with the

dominant mode of the shock structure. Collisionless shock

waves have been treated in detail by Tidman and Krall (1971).

Hereafter only shock waves of this type will be considered.

The main paramaters required to describe the state of a

shock wave are the Alfven Mach number,

__ u
MA	 VA

where u is the shock speed, and the angle between the unshocked

or upstream magnetic field A and u. We are restricting the

discussion to a low beta plasma where s = 8nn1K(Tel+Til)/

H 1 2 , is the ratio of plasma to Magnetic pressure. Extension to

the case of arbitrary $ can be found in Tidman and Krall.

Subscripts 1 refer to upstream variables and subscripts 2 refer

to downstream or shocked variables. Shocks with *1 = 0 and 90°

are called parallel and perpendicular shocks, repectively.

Shocks with other values of *1 are called oblique shocks.

The important property of shock waves for our purposes

is the manner in which they can lead to the generation of
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Langmuir waves. This can occur in two ways: 1. A relative

drift of two distinct groups of electrons with a drift velocity

vp > (3) 1/2 ve occurs in the shock structure. 2. The

shock accelerates electrons to velocities much larger than ve

in the ambient plasma upstream or downstream from the shock.

The resulting beams of electrons produce Langmuir waves

upstream and/or downstream from the shock. We note in passing

that it is insufficient to heat electrons in the shock and let

them interact with the cooler electrons of the ambient corona.

As shown by Melrose (1980), no nonrelativisti,c isotropic

distribution of electrons can lead to plasma waves with an

effective temperature greater than 3x10 9 K. Since the

brightness temperature of type II emission reaches 10 11 K, this

type of process, which was proposed by Krall and Smith (1975)

and Zaitsev (1977), can be dismissed. Heating in the shock plus

a selection mechanism which only allows fast electrons to

escape along field lines as in Smith (1971) is a viable

mechanism because a beam is formed. Since fundamental and

second harmonic emission in type II bursts are often of

comparable brightness temperature, the fundamer„tal radiation

must be amplified (cf. Section 4.3). The amplication requires

regions of thickness much larger than the thicknesses of any of

the above shocks. These regions can occur upstream or down-

stream of the shock if the shock can either: 1. selectively

accelerate electrons to velocities greater than (3) 1/2 ve
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in these regions so that beams are formed, 2. inject beams into

these regions by heating electrons together with a selection

mechanism.

It might be thought that Langmuir waves excited in the

shock could propagate upstream or downstream from the shock.

However, the frequencies of these waves in the upstream or

downstream plasma are always considerably less than the local

plasma frequency wpe and they can neither propagate nor lead

to radiation which can propagate. This was shown by Smith and

Krall (1974) for perpendicular shocks and can easily be

generalized to oblique shocks which are rarefaction shocks

(cf. Tidman and Krall, 1971). Parallel shocks do not give rise

to drifts vD approaching ve (2aitsev and Ledenev, 1976) and

thus there is no possibility of exciting Langmuir waves in the

shock itself. The physical reason is that most of the current

in the shock is carried by electrons and Langmuir waves exist

in the frame of these electrons. The Langmuir waves can be

excited by an ion beam or an electron beam associated with a

small group of suprathermal electrons associated with the va

drift (Pesses et al., 1931, Section 4.2). In either case for

Langmuir waves to be excited the effective velocity of the

current vD must be a significant fraction of ve. Thus in

the coordinate system of Figure 4.1, the wavenumber ky of the

excited plasma waves must be of order wp/ve and kyvD

must be a significant fraction of wp• The frequency of the
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waves in the rest frame of the ions or shock frame, is wp

kyvD * wp - 6wp n awp i where wp o is the frequency

of plasma waves in the current carrying electrons rest frame, 6

is a number of order unity and a is a number of otuer zero.

Thus these waves are of low frequency in the frame of the

upstream or downstream plasma and cannot propagate.

Zaitsev (1977) proposed that the frequencies of these

waves could be boosted by induced scattering on electrons

moving with velocities vs > ve. The problem with this

process is that the amplification distances required are much

larger than the thicknesses of any of the above shocks for any

energy density in Langmuir waves Wp < nKT, (Smith,

1972c). Zaitsev does not consider whether the Langmuir waves

can be amplified, but only if they can be isotropized. The

formulae for isotropizing the Langmuir waves which are low

frequency in the ion frame and for amplifying Langmuir waves

which have been scattered to high frequency in this frame are

quite different. In fact a significant energy density in

Langmuir waves scattered to high frequency in the ion frame

does not occur. This means that plasma emission from shock

waves inust be associated with the acceleration or injection of

beams of electrons in the upstream or downstream plasma.

As a prelude to discussing beam formation properties in

Section 4.2, we state the thicknesses of fast-mode magnetosonic

shocks. Past-mode shocks are shocks in which the basic flow is
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decelerated and Bt2 > Fat 1 where Ht refers to the

transverse component of the magnetic field (Tillman and Krall,

1971). These are the only shocks capable of effectively

accelerating electrons. A laminar perpendicular shock has a

characteristic thickness of c/wpe. When this shock becomes

turbulent for Alfv6n Mach numbers MA ti 2 the width increases

LO N10 c/wp (Smith, 1971). High Alfven Mach number laminar

oblique shocks also have a width of several c/wpe while for

l:aw Alfv6n Mach numbers (MA 1 2) the characteristic thickness

is c/wpi where wp is the ion plasma frequency (Tillman and

Krall, 1971). Turbulent oblique shocks have not been studied

in do tail. For typical coronal parameters (n = 10 8 cm-3)

c/w pi = 2.3 x 10 3 cm which shows how thin even the thickest

of these structures are. We do not consider parallel shocks

because possibilities for producing beams with them are poor.

4.2.	 Generation of Electron Streams by Shock Waves

Shock Waves

There are two main possibilities for this process:

1. heating of electrons in the shock coupled with a selc^tion

mechanism, 2. multiple encounters of an electron with the shock

causing direct acceleration. An example of the first process

was given by Smith (1972b). An almost perpendicular turbulent

shock with 2.0 ^ MA (AU  2.9 heats electrons preferentially

through the ion-acoustic instability. For 86° < y, l < 90° only

fast electrons can run upstream of the shock and form a beam.

J
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The potential drop associated with the gradient (if the electric

field Ey in Figure 4.1 was not taken into account in these

calculations and they need to be refined. While this will

change the selection criterion somewhat because the electrons

have to climb up a potential hill, it will still remain a

viable mechanism. However, the quite restrictive range of 01

required is unlikely to be fulfilled over large areas of the

shock and we proceed to examine the possibilities for

acceleration in the upstream or downstream plasma.

A large amount of work has been done in the past few

years on acceleration in interplanetary and interstellar shock

waves (Armstrong et al., 1977; Axford et al * , 1977; Bell, 1978,

Pesses et al., 1981). It is the last of the referenced papers

and extensions in progress (Pesses, private communication)

which are the main basis of our review. For fast mode non-

parallel (^ 0 0) magnetosonic shocks the incoming plasma is

decelerated and heated in the shock front over a distance of a

few thermal ion gyroradii which is comparable to the C/wpi

estimate at the end of Section 4.:. The large gradients in N
and the plasma bulk velocity combined with the induced electric

f ield Ey that exists in the shock rest frame (Fig. 4.1-1)

are responsible for the acceleration of energetic electrons.

By energetic we mean electrons whose kinetic energy is much

larger than the mean thermal energy. The acceleration

mechanisms are independent of whether the shock is laminar or
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turbulent as long as the waves associated with the turbulence

do not affect the energetic electrons.

The two acceleration mechanisms are the shock drift and

compression mechanisms, The shock drift mechanism occurs

because in the rest frame of nonparallel magnetosonic shock

waves there is a V x B electric field Ey due to the motion of
M	 N	 M

the upstream and downstream plasma, where V is the fluid

velocity. For the shock geometry in Figure 4.1., Ey

yI Vs I ! Bl j sing i , where Vs is the shock velocity in the
M

upstream plasma rest frame. As pointed out in Armstrong

et al. (1977), the VIO guiding center drift of electrons

interacting with the shock is antiparallel to Ey . Thus, the
N

v! BI drives a current J and the electrons comprising the
M

current experience a d • Ey energy gain. The compression
M N

inechanism works because of the difference in the plasma bulk

flow velocity across the shock front (Axford et al., 1977;

Bell, 1978). Electrons that diffuse back and .forth across the

shack in its frame are accelerated by reflection of approaching

upstream scattering centers and decelerated by reflection off

receding downstream scattering centers. These postulated

scattering centers are convected by the bulk plasma motion so

that the approaching centers move faster than the receding

ones. Thus electrons gain a net energy by being effectively

compressed between upstream and downstream scattering centers.
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To find the post-shack energies and pitch angles we go

to an inertial frame in which both the upstream and downstream

3B/at and VxB electric fields are simultaneously zero (EEZ
1W	 M M

frame) shown in Figure 4.1(b). in this frame, the plasma bulk

velocity is along B and electrons gain no energy from the

shock. For the shock waves that are planar in the x-x plane of

Figure 4.1 and for which Vs, * 1 and *2 (angle between n and

8z ) do not vary in space or time, Pesses et al. (1981) have

calculated the energy gains and pitch angle changes that result

I.

	

	 from the shock drift and compression mechanisms analytically

given the post-shock pitch angle in the EEZ frame. The pitch

E

	

	 angle a is the polar angle between the particle velocity v and

B. The effects of the shock drift mechanism are calculated by

transformations between the shock rest frame and the EEZ

frame. The effects of the shock compression mechanism are

calculated by transformations between the pre- and post-shock

plasma rest frame of the electron and it is assumed that the

scattering centers are at rest.

The reader is referred to Pesses et al. (1981) for the

detailed results. We shall merely note the general proper-

ties. Electrons reflected at fast mode shocks gain energy only

in the component of their velocity parallel to the magnetic

field. The minimum number of times an upstream electron must

reflect off the shock front, N, for its speed to exceed

(3)1/2 V  in the upstream plasma is (Pesses, private

communication)



where vni is the normal component of the upstream bulk

velocity in the shock rest frame. it in possible that

counterstreaming electrons become unstable and excite Langmuir

waves for a smaller number of refl4ctions. Particles trans-

mitted at fast mode shocks gain energy primarily in the

component of their velocity perpendicular to the magnetic

field. There are instabilites which can convert such an

anisotropic distribution into electron cyclotron waves and

these could nonlinearly couple to Langmuir waves. However, the

details remain to be worked out. Both the magnitude of Ey

and the velocity of the 1V1@1 drift increase with increasing

values of * 1 and thus also the gain in electron energy per

encounter.

In summary it appears that our knowledge of collision-

less shock waves is now sufficiently complete so that viable

mechanisms for producing electron beams and Langmuir waves can

be constructed. However, to date the only quantitative

calculatijn is that of Smith (1972b) and this needs to be

repeated taking into account the potential drop across the

shock. In general the upstream and downstream beam producing

potential of a shock increases with ^ j and, since this should

be reflected in its plasma emission potential, an explanation

for the patchy nature of type II emission (cf. Section 2.3)
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II
The question of the radiation mechanisms in this case

is frought with all the problems for type III bursts (Section

3.5,6) together with the uncertainty in the beam character-

istics and density. Conteracting this problem is the relative

slowness with which the burst occurs (cf. Fig. 1.1) and the

richness of structure (Section 2.3). We know that in the

majority of type II burets the fundamental and harmonic are of

comparable magnitude and brightness temperatures reach

10 11 K. It was shown by Smith (1972b) that without

amplification, the fundamental at meter wavelengths would be

more than five irders of magnitude lass intense than the second

harmonic. In any case without amplification, the brightness

temperature of the fundamental cannot exceed 3 x 10 9K (Smith,

1970). Thus amplification of the fundamental is essential.

The problem of amplifying fundamental radiation in a

plasma with random density inhomogeneities was analyzed by

Smith and Riddle (1975). They showed that inhomogeneities of

scale 35 km and strength e - (6n 2 )' / '/n - 0.016 at the 80 MHz

plasma level would not allow amplification. Thus a model with

homogeneous Langmuir waves over scale sizes of 100 tan or more

as in Smith (1972b) is unlikely to be applicable. Smith and

Sime (1979) studied the amplification of Langmuir waves in a

plasma with random density inhomogeneities and showed that

inhomogeneities of scale size \,50 km at 0.5 A.U. with e
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4.8 x 10-3 would allow amplification only in certain clumps or

spikes where the energy density in Langmuir waves could reach

high levels. The value of r in their analysis was determined

from interplanetary scintillation data. Thera is no method of

directly measuring density inhomogeneities at the 80 MHz plasma

level, but, since these inhomogeneities presumably originate at

the sun and are only smoothed out by the solar wind, they are

only likely to be stronger at this level. The area downstream

from a turbulent shock is likely to be turbulent and have a

variety of low frequency waves present as well.

Thus a general picture of emission from type II shocks

is the follows c g. The emission mechanism is plaa,,.d emission

near the fundamental and second harmonic (Smith, 1970, 1972a;

Melrose, 1980a). Langmuir waves are produced by beams produced

in the shack or accelerated between the shock and scattering

centers bath upstream and downstream from the shock. Because

of the presence of density inhomogeneities and/or low frequency

waves the beams relax and produce Langmuir waves only in

spatially localized clumps of scale N35 km at the 80 MHz plasma

level. The Langmuir waves in these clumps are at a

sufficiently high level to allow the fundamental to be

amplified up to the same level as the second harmonic. In the

region dop;nstream from the shock some fundamental emission may

al3o be produced by coalescence of Langmuir waves with low-

frequency waves (cf. Section 5.4). The Langmuir waves are
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likely to have a more or less isotropic distribution if

"
	 produce(] by counterstreaming beams or clue to induced scattering

(Smith, 1970) and/or because of scattering off of the density

inhomogeneities. As explained in Smith (1972a) and Section 3.5

this will greatly facilitate production of the second

harmonic. The spontaneous scattering considered in Smith

(1972x) is unlikely to be important.

Normally the scattering centers and area of beam

relaxation occur close to the shock and we see normal type II

emission. When the regions upstream and downstream from the

shock are well differentiated in density split bands occur

(cf. Section Z.3)9 When the scattering centers are

sufficiently Ear from the shock and the shock is sufficiently

oblique, we see herringbone structure due to the much larger

beam relaxation regions. If there is enhanced beam relaxation

near the shack a "backbone" is present in the herringbone

structure. This whole scenario is quite speculative at present

anti needs to be worked out in detail. However, it appears that

our knowledge of the plasma physics involved is ..,>w or soon

will be sufficiently complete to make such an endeavor worth
the effort.
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5.	 RADIO EMISSION FROM MOVING PLASMOIDS AND OTHER TRAPS

We move now to a greyer area of solar radio emission

with some overlap with the current sheets of Section 4 since

such sheets may be embedded in the configurations of this

section. This	 1.s greyer because the emission takes place

in regions which are atypically dense and/or have an atypically

high magnetic field so that we are sampling a special region of

the corona in some sense which often is only seen by its radio

emission. Thus independent means of establishing density

and/or magnetic field, etc., are often absent and the

interpretation of the observations is necessarily more

speculative.

5.1.	 Plasmoid and Other Trapping Configurations

This subsection could be subtitled "detached and rooted

coronal loops" including the possibility that detached loops

close on themselves and form complete toruses. The

quantitative analysis of loops and their evolution is in its

infancy since their importance in flare physics was only

brought out by the Skylab observations (Sturrock et al.,

1980). All of the quantitative analyses assume a form for the

magnetic field since it has not been measured directly. Most

of the analyses of the density and temperature structure of

loops have been carried out on large long lived loops (e.g.,

Foukal, 1978) which may be related to type I emission, but are

most likely unrelated to moving type IV emission. Thus the
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basic configurations for the magnetic field can only be

inferred from the observations and modeling and, except in a

few cases, the same is true for the density and temperature.

I	 The only modeling which has been done is by Altschuler,

Nakagawa and Lillequist (1968) for photospheric conditions.

These results have been used by Dulk and Altschuler (1971) in

the "cartoon approximation" for plasmoid type moving type IV

bursts as shown in Figure 5.1. Here a toroidal current ring

with its own poloidal magnetic field moves outward through a

decreasing background poloidal field. While this configuration

is able to ^ •,, Olain many of the features of plasmoid type moving

type IV bursts, it is not clear how it might evolve from an

expanding magnetic arch which would favor development of a

toroidal magnetic ring.

A toroidal ring could explain the occurrence of double

sources in moving type IV bursts which are oppositely

circularly polarized. It could also evolve naturally from an

expanding magnetic arch which is ejected from the sun simply by

reconnection of the feet of the loop which might be squeezed

together in the ejection process. Some modeling work on

toroidal magnetic rings has been done by Lillequist, Altschuler

and Nakagawa (1971) and Altschuler et al. (1973) who included

the effect of the Hall term in Ohm's law which is important for

densities n < 10 7 CM-3 and scale lengths less than 2 x 10 4 CM.

However, no work has been done modeling large toroidal rings
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for coronal conditions which is the case possibly relevant to

moving type IV bursts,, A problem with toroidal rings is that

mov i.ng type II sources sometimes switch - -, , a single source

with o--mode polarization to a double source with o-mode and

x-mode polarizations during their evolution. They can also

break up into as many as four sources, all with the same sense

of polarization. A toroidal ring when small would be expected

to have little net polarization because polarizations from

different regions would tend to cancel for most viewing

angles. A poloidal field as in Figure 5.1 where there is a

concentration of field in one direction can much more easily

explain a single sense of polarization although why this would

always be o-mode is a difficulty for gyrosynchrotron emission.

A further difficulty is why an observer should be always

looking within 30* of the direction of the strong field which

is needed to explain strong polarization (Wild and Smerd,

1972). This problem becomes especially severe for sources near

the limb of the sun which are often observed to have high

degrees of polarization in the late phases of events.

In summary, plasmoid type configurations of a hybrid

variety with both toroidal and poloidal components appear to

offer the best possibility for explaining the observations, but

even then there are difficulties with pure gyrosynchrotron

i r,7

	

	 emission. As pointed out by Robinson (1977), a poloidal field

is inevitably accompanied by a toroidal field in any case if
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the plasmoid is to be force-free and thus stable. Any gradient

in the poloidal field produces a toroidal field under the

force-free condition. How this mix of poloidal -toroidal field

is created remains unclear. Still a plasmoid with its own

magnetic field remains a likely candidate for some moving

type IV bursts.

The alternate basic configuration is a loop with some

attachment, however loose, to the background solar field. The

magnetic field is primarily toroidal and runs along the loop.

Any current running along the loop will create a poloidal field

component. The main problem with this type of configuration is

containment of Last electrons. There are two possible ways in

which this could occur: 1. The loop is rooted in stronger

magnetic fields so that electrons moving to higher fields with

finite pitch angles mirror successively. We then have a

magnetic trap. 2. Electrons with velocities v > 43 vA excite

whistler waves (Melrose, 1974) which scatter these electrons

and keep them confined to the top or end of the loop. This

process is called resonant scattering. Just how long and under

what conditions the first alternative will work in the presence

of losses is discussed in Section 5.3. The quantitative

analysis of the second alternative is just being worked out

(bulk, private communication) since it may have special

relevance to the observed propensity of microwave bursts to be

"*	 confined to the tops of loops (cf. Section 2.1) . In terms of



energy the criterion v > 43 vA becomes (Melrose and Brown,

1976)

E > E min " 5.2(v A /10 8 CM s -1 ) 2 keV	 (5.1.1)

and the Alfve'n speed

vA = 2.2 x 1,011Bn -1/2 cm s -1 .	 (5.1.2)

For typical loop densities and magnetic fields vA lieG in the

range 1-4 x 10 8 cm S-1 and thus Emin " 6-85 ka ll. Taking the

lower limit, Which is probably more applicable to type I and

moving type IV emission, it is possible in principle to contain

electrons which could radiate by plasma radiation.

There a ,. 0 many facets of the loop configuration which

remain to be worked out. For example, what is the effect of a

steady current on the resonant scattering process? Does

counterstreaming of fast electrons mirroring in a trap lead to

instability? About all that can be done now is to take model

distribution functions, put them in a loop and see how they

evolve in the manner of Melrose and Brown (1976). Still, as a

model for microwave, type I, and some moving type IV bursts, a

loop with containment is a strong candidate for the basic

configuration.

5.2.	 Sources of Electrons in Plasmoids and Traps

To be able to study emission mechanisms in the

configurations of Section 5.1 we need to know the energization

and loss processes for electrons which are considered in the
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following two sections. As stated in Section 1 the initial

energization of electrons will not be considered although some

of the mechanisms for the continuing energization of electrons

t	 are the same. The main possibilities are direct electric field

acceleration as in a current carrying loop with tearing made

instabilities and acceleration by hydromagnetic turbulence

generated as the configuration moves through the surrounding

medium. There are also currents associated with contained

plasmoid configurations, but since the exact configuration

remains unknown, it is difficult to analyze this possibility

for tearing instabilities in detail. Thus we shall only

consider tearing instabilities in a loop in a general way which

could be applied to plasmoid configurations. Similarly,

although the motion of plasmoids and loops through the

surroundinc, medium is almost certain to generate hydromagnetic

turbulence, the exact spectrum of the turbulence has not been

worked out for specific inotions. Hence we shall only consider

acceleration by hydromagnetic turbulence for an arbitrary level

of the turbulence.

Th y theory of particle acceleration and heating due to

fast tearing modes has been considered by van Hoven (1979) and

Spicer (1980) and is also considered in the article by Spicer

in this volume. The basic characteristic of interest is the

rate at which electrons in a current- carrying loop gain

energy. The actual energy gain occurs in very small regions in
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a very inhomogeneous manner, but since we are only interested

in the emission averaged over the loop resulting from the

spatially averaged distribution function, this is of little

concerns The pitch angle distribution is of importance and we

shall take the result of Spicer (1960) in agreement with the

results of Smith (1979) that tearing modes result primarily in

heating rather than acceleration. Thus we shall take the

initial pitch angle distribution as isotropic. Both van floven

(1979) and Spicer (1980) only consider a single tearing

region. The rate of energy release in the volume of the loop

is given by (Spicer, 1977)

dB	 yB 
2 AV

No	 pTt- 	 4 iT	
(5.2.1)

where I is the growth rate, Bp is the poloidal field and AV

is tt.e incremental volume of the loop in which the tearing mode

occurs * A rough estimate for the growth rate for fast tearing

modes is (Spicer, 1980)

Y	 M 
S2/3 

/ T R 0	
(5.2.2)

where S = T R /T A is the magnetic Reynolds number and the

resistive diffusion time

2
(5.2.3)R	 2nc

Here Sk is the characteristic gradient scale length and n is

the resistivity. The Alfv6n transit time TA -2 St/vA-
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Further analysis requires the specification of the

parameters of a loop and the tearing modes occurring in the

loop. We simply state some typical rates for coronal

parameters, n = 10 8 Cm- 3 , Te - 1.6 x 10 6K, tap : l G and

'4V = 10 26 cm 3 . Typical growth rates are 10 3 9' 1 so that from

Equation ( 5.2.1) dt /dt N 8 x 10 27 erg s_1 or S x 10' 7 erg s't

per electron. It would take 0.2 s to heat an electron to

100 keV, but since the total volume involved is of the order of

1032 cm 3 , only some fraction of the electrons will be heated as

the tearing volume moves within this region. Slower tearing

rates and acceleration times are also possible.

Acceleration by hydromagnetic turbulence has been

considered by Melrose (1970 using the model of Kulsrud and

Ferrara (1971) together with scattering by whistler waves. The

basic idea is that electrons interact with low frequency, large

amplitude hydromagnetie (HM) waves. The IN waves can cause

changes in the pitch angle distribution due to conservation of

the adiabatic invariant EL/t3. The perpendicular energy

increases with the magnetic field strength during the first

half of the wave cycle and would be returned to the field

during the second half cycle in the absence of scattering.

Scattering of the electrons transfers some of the gained

perpendicular energy to the parallel component which is

unaffected by magnetic field variations and the intensity of

the HM waves decreases with an increase in electron energy.
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The transfer of energy is produced by the scattering anti its

rate is thus largely determined by the scattering rate v.

Clearly this must be larger than the frequency of the

turbulence w. It is argued by Melrose (1974) that wave-

particle interactions are the only known process capable of

giving the required scattering rate. The resonant waves are

generated by the electrons themselves, undergoing induced

emission during the compression phase (increasing B) and

reabsorption during the rarefaction. Since the distribution

function changes due to the scattering, not all of the whistler

waves will be reabsorbed during the second half cycle. Thus,

there is a gradual build-up of the wave intensity and

scattering effei ctiveness with a corresponding increase in the

acceleration rate. They reach a constant level when the energy

density in whistlers is so large that the anisotropy driving

the whistlers is removed in one wave period or less.

The acceleration rate after the whistlers reach their

saturation level is (Melrose, 1974)

where e = Bt/Bo is the relative mplitude of the turbulence

with Bt the turbulent field strength at maximum and Bo the

background magnetic field. The electron velocity v = $c and

OAc = vA' The restrictions on (5.2.4) are:

(a) The mean free path is greater than the wavelength of the

turbulence
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(b) The scattering rate v >> M

(c) The electrons can resonate with the whistlers [Eq•

(5.1.1)]

(d) The whistlers have a sufficient time to grow which means

that the density of electrons n j being accelerated must satisfy

n 
I >> m ( Y^ 2n	 4 00

(5.2.5)

where ai is the ion gyrofrequency, y =	 and

ao = 43 OA- Further application requires specification of

the turbulence, and acceleration to ' ti 200 keV will occur on a

time scale of a few minutes from turbulence with periods in the

range 0.1 to to s which is indicated by pulsations of

meter-wave continuum radiation (McLean et al., 1971).

5.3.	 Loss-cone and Collisional Electron Losses

We consider how electrons mirroring in a loop or other

trap lose energy. The pitch angle a is the angle between the

direction of electron motion and the magnetic field. It is

convenient to write distributions in terms of the cos a =_ p. A

loss cone distribution is flat out to a value of tpo and

rapidly falls to zero for larger lul. Electrons which are

scattered into the loss cone by wave-particle or collisional

scattering are lost to the system. The resulting anisotropic

pitch angle distribution can lead to the growth of Langinuir

waves under certain conditions (Stepanov, 1973; Kuipers,

1974). The energy relaxation rate due to collisions is ve
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and the deflection rate is v0 which is the rate at which

which pitch angle diffusion occurs. For Coulomb collisions,

vE/vn - 0.5 since fast electrons are scattered at the same

rate by both thermal electrons and ions, but only the

interactions with thermal electrons cause energy changes

(Trubnikov, 1965). The value

v0 - 10-9 n E-3/2 8-1
	

(5.3.1)

where E is the electron energy in keV (Melrose and Brown,

1976). There are two simple approximations to the

precipitation rate vp which is the rate at which energy is

last from the tiap. The pitch angle at the edge of the loss

cone is ao and the bounce rate in the trap is v b . The two

approximations which Kennel (1969) called the weak and strong

diffusion limits are:

V 0	 v0 « 2 ao 2 vb
v p M { 2	 2ao vb	>> 2 ao 2 IV 	 (5.3.2)

It has been assumed that a0 2 << 1. These two limits

represent approximately full loss cones, respectively. For

coronal traps the weak diffusion limit will usually apply.

Without a loss cone as in a closed plasmoid, the only

losses are collisional losses between fast electrons and the

electrons of the background distribution since collisions with

t"	 ions only lead to deflections to a good approximation. The

L.
c

am
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lose rate in this case is just vE a 0.5 vD with vu given

by Equation (5-3-1).

5.4.	 Radiation Mechanisms

The main candidites for the radiation mechanism for

inovinq type IV, type I and microwave burets Are plasma

radiation and gyrosynchrotron radiation, Since we have already

reviewed plasma radiation in relation to type 11 and type III

bursts (cf. Sections 3.5 and 4.3), we shall only consider

applying these results to the bursts mentioned except for

type I bursts where coalescence of Langniuir and ion-acoustic

waves will be treated. The alternate possibility of

gyrosynchrotron radiation will then be reviewed.

In general, plasma emission can be broken up into three

parts: 1. Wave source. 2. Transformation of Langmuir waves

into radiation . 3. Propagation of radiation from the source to

the observer. We consider this scenario for each of the burst

types of this section. Because of the difficulties noted in

Section 3.5,6 with radiation in the strong turbulence regime,

we limit the discussion to weak turbulence emission processes

which is consistent with all the published results on these

bursts. As noted in Section 2.2 we do not intend to treat the

theory of microwave bursts in detail. The only microwave

emission which requires plasma emission at present is the fine

structure in microwave type IV bursts although some microwave

bursts recently observed are pushing the gyrosynchrotron theory
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to its limits. The theory for the microwave type IV fine

structure would be similar either to plasma emission for moving

type IV or type I bursts.

We begin with plasma emission from a moving type IV

burnt for either the expanding arch or plasmoid type source.

Because of the rather open nature of the basic configuration

(cf. Section 5.1) and the consequent open nature of the

electron population (cf. Section 5.2), the source of Langmuir

waves is fairly arbitrary. It should be able to sustain the

losses due to Langmuir waves and those of Section 5.3 if

continuous acceleration is riot required. The most Likely types

of electron distribution for an arch or a plasmoid are a "gap"

or plateau as shown in Figure 5.2. A "gap" distribution

(Melrose, 1975) is one which peaks at a velocity v = vo and

rapidly falls for v < vo wi-h a region of velocity space

between the thermal distribution and the nontherrnal peak in

which n j Ap < 1, i.e. the density n l is less than one particle

per cubic Rebye length A D- When the distribution is

unidirectional, we have the beam treated in Sections 3 and 4.

The number density of particles with v « vo must be

sufficiently high to dominate over the, thermal particles in the

emission and absorption of Langmuir waves with vph vo ►

where vph is the phase velocity. In the case of an arch the

most likely distribution is an anisotropic gap distribution

with the anisotropy caused by loss of particles through the
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loss cone and the gap created by resonant scattering and/or

collisional losses. In a plasmoid there is no loss cone and

collisions tend to create a gap, but quasilinear relaxation

(Section 3 . 2) tends to fill in the gap with a plateau resulting

in a distribution intermediate between Figures 5.2(a),(b). For

times long compared to relaxation and collision times but still

short compared to the lifetime of the plasmoid, the

distribution should be isotropic.

The plasma emission from an arch depends on the ratio

of suprathermal to background plasma densities n l /n. The

growth rate for Langmuir waves due to the loss cone instability

was estimated by Melrose (1980a) as

Y(k,e)	 r1 wpm G(6),	 (5.4.1)

where G(e) is a function depending on the details of the

distribution function f. The main point is that this growth

rate is large compared to collision times so that the

instability should saturate giving an energy density in

La:;gmuir waves comparable with the energy density in the

trappers electrons. For example, for n l /n w 10-3 and 30 keV

electrons, the Langmuir waves will have an effective

temperature T  a 10 14 K. Since there will be counterstreaming

in the source the Langmuir wave distribution should be

approximately isotropic resulting in second harmonic emission

with Tb < Tp . Although there it some controversy over the

...	 . ate. ^.,.
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expected polarization characteristics, the degree of

polarization should be weak. As in Section 4.3, unless the

fundamental is amplified, it will be much weaker than the

second harmonic. it could be suppressed by density

inhomogeneities or lack of sufficient optical depth. This

would be consistent with observations since moving type IV

sources generally appear to be well above the plasma level.

However, because of scattering the fundamental source can also

appear much higher than its tree position. Since the bursts

only have high brightness temperature with low degrees of

polarization (Duncan, 1981), there is no compelling need for

fundamental emission.

The plasma emission from a plasmoid with an isotropic

gap f is limited to Tb < 3 x 10 9 K for nonrelativistic

electron energies (Melrose, 1930x) and if the gap is partially

filled in even less. Thus, without some continuous

acceleration process, a plasmoid with plasma emission is only a

possible model for the late phases of many moving type IV

bursts. only funs?amental emission could lead to the observed

high degrees of circular polarization.

Proceeding to type I bursts and continuum, we note that

because of the strong o-mode polarization up to 100%

(Section 2.5), plasma radiation could only be near the

fundamental. Thus the problem here is how to obtain

fundamental Tb > 10 10 K without observable second harmonic
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emission. The recent approaches to this problem have invoked

the coalescence of Langmuir waves with ion-acoustic waves

(Melrose, 1980c; Benz and Wentzel, 1981). The source of

Langmuir waves according to Melrose (1980c) is a loss cone

instability which is just stj:ui,9 enough to overcome collisional

Losses of Langmuir waves and maintain the waves in a marginally

steady state. The plasma waves then build up over a time of

order yc -1 - 0.1-1 s, where yc is the collisional damping

rate. For a 5 keV beam with characterstic velocity vo

10 9 cm S -1 , the waves build up over a distance voyc-I

].03-104 km and it is assumed that Langmuir waves occur over

such time and distance scales. According to Benz and Wentzel

(1981) the source of Langmuir waves may be trapped nonthermal

electrons from previous burst sources. The idea is that

current instability in an unspecified manner accelerates

electrons. They become trapped by an anomolous-cyclotron

instability (Papadopoulos and Palmadesso, 1976). The current

instability is also the direct source of ion-acoustic waves

which thus have an effective temperature Ts >> Tpe

The emission process is the coalescence of a Langmuir

and an ioii-acoustic or other low frequency wave. For

simplicity, we confine the discussion to ion-acoustic waves.

Benz and Wentzel have argued that these are the most likely

candidate because they saturate at a relatively high level.

This in turn allows an optical depth of order unity to be
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reached for a source thickness of 0.1 km. Melrose argues for a

minimum source size of 10 3 km, but he does not consider in

detail the excitation condition for the ion-acoustic waves.

Benz and Wentzel do consider the excitation condition and

conclude that the ion-acoustic waves must be confined to a thin

sheet. In Melrose the emir,-,ion is controlled by the Langmuir

waves * In Benz and Wentzel Tb is controlled by the Langmuir

waves, but the optical depth is controlled by the ion-acoustic

waves. This allows them to obtain Tb < 4 x 10 13 K without a

detectable harmonic (<10-20 erg cm-;1 s -1 Hz -1 ). Because

Melrose has a source size of 10 3 km, he expects a detectable

harmonic (10 6 K) for a bright type I burst with Tb = 1010K.

of course Benz and Wentzel will not have a detectable harmonic

only to the extent that the Langmuir waves are confined to thin

sheets as for the ion-acoustic waves and they have not given

any inechanism for such confinement. The continuum according to

Melrose is due to coalescence of stable Langmuir and low-

frequency waves in a large source. Benz and Wentzel are more

specific. They suggest that low-frequency waves with sinall k

decay into low-frequency waves with sufficiently high k to

combine with Langmuir waves to produce radiation. Since the k

of the radiation is small, small k low-frequency waves are of

no use without some further process. Benz and Wentzel suggest

that whistlers and lower-hybrid waves are likely candidates for

the low frequency waves.
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Moving to gyrosynchrotron radiation, we begin again

with moving type IV bursts. As noted in Section 2.4, until

recently this was the accepted emission mechanism for these

bursts and is still possibly the best explanation for the late

phases of these events. Gyrosynchrotron emission requires

electrons of 100 keV similar to inicrowave bursts. Dulk (1973)

developed the theory of this emission for moving type IV

sources and argued that the relatively sharp cutoff at low

frequencies is due to synchrotron self-absorption; in other

words, when the source becomes optically thick, as it does at

low frequencies, only a fraction of the radiation escapes.

Robinson (1974) extended Dulk's calculations to the case Df

inhomogeneous magnetic field configurations. The results are

that Tb < 10 9 K and the radiation is polarized in the

x-mode up to 100%, for an optically thin source, but depends

sensitively on the viewing angle. The primary success of the

gyrosynchrotron hypothesis is an explanation for why the degree

of emission increases as the source moves out which is

applicable mainly to plasmoid type sources. With self-

absorption both the ordinary and extraordinary mode are

comparable and there is little polarization. As the source

moves out, it become less self-absorbed and the x-mode bee-omes

dominant leading to high degrees of polarization. There is no

analogous explanation with plasma emission. Counteracting this

success of gyrosynchrotron emission is the sensitivity of this

result to the viewing angle of the observer.

i
1
r
I
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A combined model in which plasma emission dominates for

sources close to the sun and gyrosynchrotron emission dominates

for sources further out would seem the best choice at present,

but clearly more work needs to be done on plasma emission in

this cony cv vt.

Moving to type I emission, gyroemission at low harmonic

numbers excited by a beam with large perpendicular velocity has

been considered by Mangeney and Veltri (1976). They showed

that coupling of unstable whistler and x-mode waves with low

frequency MEND waves would stabilize these modes, but that the

o-mode would remain unstable. This leads to o-mode radiation

of relative bandwidth 3-4 x 10' 2 and high directivity. The

average opening angle of the radiation is at most 12°. This is

the principle success of this model. There is no explanation

of the high directivity of type I emission with plasma

radiation. Counteracting this success is an explanation of how

the beams are accelerated. Mangeney and Veltri's model applies

to bursts, but offers no explanation for the continuum.

At the present time it is difficult to judge whether

plasma or gyroemission is a better model for type I bursts.

Excitation of Langmuir waves by a loss cone instability seems

plausible and less ad hoc than the beams of Mangeney and Veltri

(1976) and a tie-in with the escape of electrons from traps as

a source fc storm type III bursts also seems natural. The

high air:.: ti pity of gyroemission, on the other hand, is also

a
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attractive. It is difficult to see how such directivity which

is required by the observations (Section 2.5) could come from

plasma emission except through a propagation effect. This is

an area of research which is bound to be active in the next few

years.
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6.	 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Solar radio astronomy is now at a stage where

observations, particularly from satellites, are beginning to

provide enough pertinent data to enable theory to be put to the

test. This has been true especially for the theory of type III

bursts, the most exhaustively studied and supposedly well-

understood of all solar emissions. The results are surprising

and provocative. Even the very cornerstones of the theory of

type III bursts have been challenged. A vigorous period of

re-examination of fundamental processes seems to be in order.

This should represent a healthy stage in the development of the

Underlying physics, in which reasonable hypothesis is bridled

by reality, and the dominant factors governing emission are

finally identified from among speculative alternatives.

We separately present our conclusions and

recommendations for the various kinds of radio emissions,

beginning with the type III burst.

6.1.	 T ye III Emissions

Above 10 MHz, it is known that the source heights

observed by radioheliograph cannot be the true heights of

fundamental and second harmonic emission. Scattering and

ducting of the emissions off density irregula,ities have been

invoked to construct a reasonable picture, but this is somewhat

ad hoc, and even with these processes, the frequencies do not

relate properly to the quiescent local plasma frequencies, and
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density eni,ancement seems to be required. The observed

polarizations at these frequencies also have not been explained

by theory (Melrose, 1980b, 1972).

Emissions below I MHz are usually identified as second

harmonic, although this appears to create irreconcilable

difficulties for the causative role of either Langmuir waves or

the (high flux) 5-30 keV electron streams which drive them.

Some of these difficulties disappear if the emissions can be

re-identified as fundamental, but then, once more, it is

necessary to postulate strong scattering off density

irregularities. The possibility that the Observed source

positions are not the true source positions ought to be

explored seriously for emissions below 1 MHz.

Clearly, what is needed is a positive identification of

the emissions below 1 MHz as fundamental or second harmonic,

and a careful, comprehensive study of density irregularities in

the solar wind. It would be especially helpful if the region

between 1 and 40 MHz could be probed to determine which member

of the high-frequency fundamental-harmonic pair disappears

toward lower frequencies. This might be expedited through the

use of radio telescopes near the geomagnetic poles (e.g.,

Alaska and Tasmania), where the peak ionospheric density cutoff

can be low, or by satellite-based high frequency dynamic

radiospectrographn. Density irregularities could be studied

more systematically by scintillation techniques, or, in the
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lower corona, by VHF scattering techniques. Microwave

scattering from the lower corona has already been attempted as

a means of remotely probing Langmuir waves (Benze and Fitze,

1980a,b), and may be further exploited.

It is likely that part of the difficulty in connecting

theory with observation lies in an oversimplified picture of

the ambient solar wind. We are now beginning to appreciate

that the wind has permanent features like a nonthermal

( 1-10 keV) component of the electron velocity distribution, and

low frequency turbulence which may correspond to ion-acoustic

waves (and may even be the source of density irregularities).

Such features can have important implications for the under-

lying plasma physics during radio emission events, and can

allow the occurrence of stronger incoherent and coherent

emission, or even coherent beam emission in the absence of

Iangmuir waves. These phenomena ought now to be studied

theoretically with more confidence and input from observation.

The most recent spacecraft experiments seem to confirm

that the electron streams associated with type III bursts do

drive Langmuir waves unstable, even if their relation to the

radio emissions remains in question because of their low

intensity, occasional absence, and consistently delayed

k
	 arrival. The theory of the nonlinear saturation of Langmuir

waves is complicated by the fact that a number of unrelated

nonlinear mechanisms such as plateau formation, induced
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scatter, and self-focusing, come into play simultaneously at

wave energy densities about 10-5 times the background electron

energy density. The interplay of all these effects against the

`	 background of a realistic corona and solar wind will be one of

the tasks of theory in the coming years. Until the properties

of Langinuir turbulence, which underlies all plasma emission

processes, are well understood, there can be no complete and

self-consistent calculations of emissivi 4ties and polarizations

of the related bursts.

6.2.	 Type II Bursts

Here, it is desirable to have spacecraft observations of

the electron distributions, plasma waves, and radiation of the

same variety and quality as for type III bursts, and, in

addition, to gather direct data concerning the related shocks.

Theoretically, shock heating and beam selection mechanisms

should be reconsidered for interplanetary shock parameters, and

beam acceleration and relaxation properties should be studied

further. The effect of large- and small-scale density

inhomogeneities should be taken into account for both plasma

waves and amplified fundamental emission. Execution of this

program would result in the same confrontation of theory and

observations for type II bursts as outlined in Section 6.1 for

type III bursts.
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6.3. Moving tie IV bursts

On the observational side, more multi-frequency

interferometer measurements are necessary, and possible
	 . I

correlations with coronal transients need to be examined in

more depth. Theoretically, the MHO stability of moving arches

and plasmoids should be established, and continuous

acceleration processes studied. Controversy over the

polarization characteristics of plasma emission in a magnetic

field should be resolved (for the type III burst problem as

well).

6.4.	 Type I Bursts

Very high time resolution (better than 10 ms)

observations might enable a determination to be made as to

whether or not there is any short time-scale structure within

bursts. Multi-frequency interferometer observations might help

determine the relationship of type I storms to storm type III

bursts more precisely. Theoretically, MHO studies of localized

current channels in solar arches would be informative. Wave

production and electron acceleration in the arches should also

be treated.

6.5.	 General Recommendations

As we have already stressed in connection with type III

bursts, it is necessary to bridge the gap in frequencies

between ground-based (>5 MHz) and space (<l MHz) observations
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recommend continuing and augmented support for the Clark Lake

facility.

In a more general vein, continued and improved

simultaneous measurements by spacecraft of wave and particle

distributions are desirable (such as Lin et al., 1981). As for

ground observations, it may be possible to better adapt the VL,A

for solar applications. Specifically, the capability for

measuring circular polarization should be improved to an

accuracy <1%; the dynamic range should be extended and adequate

calibration for solar observations should be provided.

In the area of theory, continued and increased support

is essential in order to complement the prolific and productive

observational program, and to meet the challenges this program

continues to provide to plasma theorists.

G ,_
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FIGUP4 CAPTIONS

Fig. 1.1 A schematic representation of the radio spectrum

during and after a large flare. The low-frequency

type III and type I storms preceding and following

the flare are not necessarily ingredients. Only one

type III burst has been drawn although a group of

approximately ten ocetirs at the flash phase. Only

the envelopes of the respective type IV bursts have

been drawn and usually only parts of them are

filled. The height scale on the right-hand side

corresponds to the plasma level of the frequency

scale on the left -hand side (after Rosenberg, 1976).

Fig. 2.1 Early examples of harmonically related pairs of

type III bursts recorded with a 40-240 MHz

spectrograph at Dapto, Australia in 1953. In the

right-hand column the seven bursts are replotted with

the harmonic band shifted 2:1 in frequency. The

displacement, mostly leftward, of the harmonic bands

indicates harmonic ratios <2 (Wild et al_, 1954) .

Fig. 2.2 Dynamic spectrum and half-peak brightness contours

from the Culgoora radioheliograph, for a fundamental-

harmonic type III burst at the limb. The heavy solid

line is interpreted as emission at 2fp (harmonic
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*mission at 160 MHz. The medium solid line is Zfp

emission at 80 MHz, and the medium dashed line is

fp (fundamental) emission at 80 MHz. The light

lines show the 2fp (solid) and the fp (dashed)

emission at 43 MHz. (Stewart, 1976).

Fig. 2.3 A type III burst observed between 1 MHz and 30 kHz by

the IMP-6 satellite experiment. The insert figure

illustrates the observed spin -modulation at a

frequency of 250 kliz, while, for the main figure,

only the burst envelopes are shown for clarity

(Fainberg et al., 1972) .

Fig. 2 . 4 The volume emissivity as a function of radial

distance from the Sun, determined from 36 type III

radio bursts detected by 1MP-8 and ISEE -1. Frequency

components common to one event are linked by straight

lines. (From Gurnett et ate, 1980)

Fig. 2.5 Events showing a power law dependence of radio flux

on high energy electron flux (>18 keV). The elopes

of the fitted straight lines (equal to the power law

index, a) fall into two distinct groups. Events a-6

have	 1; events a-g have a 2.4; events h and i

show an abrupt transition from a ti 1 to a ti 2.4

^Y (Fitzenreiter et dal., 1976).
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Fig. 2.6 Electric field intensities and electron fluxes versus

time for an event studied from the ISE -3 satellite.

(a) Top panel shows intensity, measured in four broad

frequency bands. Black areas show 64 s averages,

solid lines give peak intensity, measured every

0.5 s. Smoothly varying profiles in 100 and 56.2 kliz

channels show two type III bursts, but only the

second is of interest here. impulsive emission in

the 31.1 and 17.8 kliz channels are electron plasma

(Langmuir) waves. (b) Omnidirectional electron

fluxes from 2 keV to >200 keV, showing velocity

dispersion. No significant change in flux is

observed below '^,2.5 keV.

Fig. 2.7 Synthesis of data to construct a 1-D velocity

distribution function of the electrons as a function

of time. Each succeeding distribution within a panel

is shifted to the right in velocity by 2 x 109

cm/sec. The distribution averaged over 20 minutes

prior to the event onset is indicated by the solid

dots in panel (a) . 64 s measurements of the

distribution during the event are shown every 5 min

thereafter. (Lin et al., 1981)

Fig. 2.8 A plot of the peak electric field strength for all of

the plasma oscillation events associated with

type III bursts (detected to date) as a function

of radial distance from the sun.
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Pig. 3.1 Inhomogeneous 1-tv quasilinear calculation of
simultaneous stream and l.angmuir spectral evolution.

The electron stream 4istribution function, and the

corresponding L.angmuir wave distribution are shown at

five diffo rent ti:ites at a single spatial point,

2 x 109 meters above the Sun. The L.angmuir

distribution is plotted as a function of the phase

velocity, wp/k. Soto velocity dispersion and

reabsorption are evident. (Magelsson and Smith,

1977).

Fig. 3.2 Solutions to the stream-driven xakharov eqn. in two

dimensions, relevant to a type III buret at 0.5 AU.

Contours of equal I Fk1 are plotted in X-space. The

beam-driven modes lie in the rectangle, and are

randomly-phased with respect to one-another. The

central wave number is ko/kp = 0.011. (a) Time

t j , (b) Time, t 2 , showing induced formed scatter off

ions to lower wave member, and off axis modulational

instability. (c) Is at time t 3 , after collapse is

underway. (From Hafizi et al. , 1981)

Fig. 4.1 (a) Shock rest frame with the coordinate system used

indicated. The Ey in back of the shock has the

same value as Ey in front of the shock. E - 0

frame.
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trig. 5.1 Schematic aiagram of a possible plasa id

configuration at one stage of its motion along t. to

diverging coronol magnetic field (after Dulk and

Altschuler, • 1971).

Fig. 5.2 (a) A gap electron distribution. (b) A plateau

electron distribution.
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